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The Technique of Field Firing 
by M.M. Johnson, Jr. 

Making hits on target in the heat of battle 
and getting maximum efficiency out of a 

shoulder weapon are 
the two related 
subjects of this classic 
manual for soldiers 
and civilian shooters. 
Covers the "art" of hit· 
ting, adjusting by 
strike, hasty shooting 
positions, short-range 
snap shooting, moving 

~-~-'-~ targets, the special 
skills of sniping and much more. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2, sottcover, photos, illus., 206 pp. 
#P.MARK $20.00 

SPEAK LIKE A NATIVE 
Professional Secrets for 

Mastering Foreign Languages 
by Michael D. Janich 

This is a distillation of the techniques used 
by professional lin
guists from the Defense 
Language Institute, 
State Department, CIA, 
NSA and other govern
ment agencies. It 
includes the 10 rules 
for achieving your 
goals, the author's 12-
step process for accel-

erating your learning and 50 proven tips 
favored by the pros. 5 1/2 x 81/2, softcover, 
photos, 132 pp. #SLN $19.00 

CONTEMPORARY KNIFE TARGETING 
Modem Science vs. 

W.E. Fairbaim's nmetable of Death 
by Christopher Grosz & Michael Jan/ch 
~---~ This critical analysis and 

update of W.E. Fairbaim's 
famous knife targeting 
data is sure to revolution
ize edged-weapon tac
tics. Learn the real pur
pose behind Fairbairn's 
timetable, plus get a 

'--""llL.Z---' complete list of vulnera-
ble targets on the human body and a crash 
course in modem knife targeting for effec· 
live self-defense. 5 1/2 x 81/2, softcover, 
photos, 152 pp. #CONT.KT $24.95 

The Complete Guide to the World's Most 
Versatile Rifle for Civilians 

by Robert H. Boatman 
The AR-15 is the ideal general-purpose 

rifle - easily 
configured for home 
and community 
defense, hunting, 
varmint shooting and 
target shooting. It's an 
easy gun to handle 
and shoot, perfect for 
women and children, 

with advanced capabilities to satisfy the 
most expert rifleman. 8 1/2 x 11, softcov-
er, photos, 88 pp. #lAR15 $15.00 

THE QUICK AND DIRTY GUIDE 
TO LEARNING LANGUAGES FAST 

by A.G. Hawke 
This workbook was designed for people 

who need to learn a 
•!1!!1!!!1!!1!!!11!111 foreign language fast 

and who don't want to 
-~~!='Ff"• learn complicated 

grammar rules. The 
author, a Green Beret 

-.=~i.:;;~r= .. who is military-certified 
in seven languages, 
promises that his 
unique method can 

help anyone become functional in any lan
guage in seven days and proficient in 30! 5 
1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 176 pp. #QD $20.00 

THE COVERT BUG BOOK 
How to Find Eavesdropping Devices 

and Stop Them Dead 
by Norbert Zaenglein r----..... The Covert Bug Book 

-~-~ ---

• shows you how to 
assess your security 
level, identify likely "hot 
spots" for eavesdrop
ping and locate or neu
tralize hidden cameras, 
transmitters, phone 
taps, video cameras, 1111•••111i infrared and laser trans

mitters, and a host of other legal and ille
gal electronic devices. 5 112 x 8 1/2, soft
cover, photos, illus., 156 pp. #C8B $18.00 

SCIENTIFIC SELF-DEFENCE DEFENDU 
by HC£ Falrbalm by 11!£ Fakba/m; fatewrJld by Ksl/y Mccann 

This highly sought, legendary hand-to-hand W.E. Falrbalm's classic manual on close-
combat manual Is finally available again. quarters combat Is finally available in a 

SCIENTIFIC W.E. Falrbalm's tech- 1' quality reprint edition, 
sw.OEFENa. nlques for dealing with with an exclusive fore· 

armed assailan1s, word by Kelly Mccann. 
defending against f Originally published In 
holds, using Ille club 1926, the book was the 
and walking slick for first to present 
self-detense:and o11ter ,.., Falrbalm's IJanH:ore 
areas of close-in figllt· Or"tr..Le.• system of close-In flght-

."·~---~~~.,.J· lnghave~an ,_.,,, .. , · •· ingunclerlhenameby 
~ "!11111111!1111~ •· .,t;lch tt baCallle legendaly among students 

OfllaQc.1-to-lland combat. 7 x 10, softcovei; 
~'1!'1111111111&'· 178 pp...... $25.0ll 

Preparing to Live after Society Crumbles 
by James Ballou 

foreword by Ragnar Benson 
.... _....,...._--..,.., If you suddenly needed 

to be completely self
sufficient, could you do 
it? From assembling a 
survival workshop to 
bartering for supplies, 
James Ballou teaches 
you the essential skills 

~----~ to prepare you for the 
future. Learn what you need to collect now 
and what will be priceless later. 8 1/2 x 11, 
softcover, photos, illus., 132 pp. #LTS $22.00 

THE OFRCIAL SOVIET RPG MANUAL 
translated by 

Maj. James F. Gebhardt (Ret.) 
The Soviet RPG-7 is one of the deadliest 
weapons in the insurgent arsenal in Iraq. In 
.,_ ......,. _ this exclusive transla-
L> ·i~ \ · •<'r..1 lion of the original --------- Soviet military instruc

tion manuals, James 
Gebhardt presents the 
maintenance and aper-

-----· ational information for 
- · - - ·- the RPG-2 and the RPG-
~----~ 7. A must for anyone 
Interested in military operations past, pres
ent and future. 81/2 x 11, softcover, illus., 
142 pp. #RPG $20.00 

SURVIVAL DRMNG 
Staying Alive on the World's Most 

Dangerous Roads 
by Robert H. Deatherage Jr. 

Using his 20+ years of 
antiterrorism experi
ence in Special Forces 
and the private sector, 
Deatherage teaches you 
how to drive like a pro 
In high-risk areas. 
Learn how to reinforce 
your vehicle; execute 
evasive maneuvers; 

react instantly to an IED, ramming or drive
by shooting and more. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, 
photos, Illus., 160 pp. #S.DRIVE $22.00 

All·IN FIGHTING 
by capt W.£ Fairbairn 

Tbls hanl-to-find 1942 classic is finally avail· 
able In its original, all-Inclusive British ver-

w.-111 RH'l11'G sfon. All-In Fighting, 
'"'' published in the United 

Slates wilh the tiUe Get 
Tough. was written to 
Introduce soldiers and 
cMllans alike to the real
llfes of close combat. 
Besfdeslhe no-hokls-

l-tn. • .l. r.uaMIU barred info in Gel..,,. 

by Lt. Gen. David Petraeus 
and Lt. Gen. James Amos 

The current U.S. military manual describes 
methods and principles that can be 

applied to counter
insurgency operations 
anywhere. Includes 
extensive coverage of 
events in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, but many 
of the examples refer 

--- to other insurgencies 
throughout history 
(e.g., IRA, Bolsheviks, 

Vietnam) to illustrate key points. 8 1/2 x 
11, softcover, illus., 284 pp. #COIN $35.00 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Training Manual for Military 
and Police Snipers, Updated & Expanded 

by Maj. John L. Plaster (USAR, Rel) 
John Plaster's classic book has been updated 
---- andexpandedfor21st-

century military and 
police snipers. This edi
tion includes the latest 
info on sniper rifles, 
scopes, ammo and gear; 
combat tactics and "les
sons learned" from 

""~ -:.. '''""""'\'~- Afghanistan and Iraq; 
ballistics and trajectory data; sniper training 
programs; and more. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, 
photos, illus., 584 pp. #UlJl.2 $49.95 

WEAPONS EVALUATIONS FOR THE 
ARMED PROFESSIONAL AND 

ADVANCED COUECTOR 
by Alan C. Paulson 

A sweeping expert 
analysis of cutting
edge handguns, shot· 
guns, tactical carbines, 
sniper rifles and .50 
calibers being fielded 
today by elite troops, 
police tactical teams 
and intelligence opera

tives. \frtal information for end users, tacti· 
cians and researchers. 81/2x11, soft· 
cover, photos, 372 pp. #WEAP $40.DO 



Gun O\Nners of America 

The Virginia Teth Shooting: 
Gun Bans Are the Problem, Not the Solution 

When will we learn that being 
defenseless is a bad defense? 

All the school shootings that 
have ended abruptly in the last 
10 years were stopped because a 
law-abiding citizen -- a potential 
victim -- had a gun. 

The latest school shooting de
mands an immediate end to the 
gun-free zone law that leaves the 
nation's schools at the mercy of 
madmen. It is irresponsibly dan
gerous to tell citizens that they 
may not have guns at schools. 
The Virginia Tech shooting 
shows that killers have no con
cern about a gun ban when mur
der is in their hearts. 

Not far from Virginia Tech, 
a killer was stopped at the Ap
palachian School of Law when 
two students were able to go 
off campus to their vehicles and 
get their guns, which they used 
to subdue the killer. Sadly, not 
even that awkward defense was 
available at Virginia Tech. 

Isn't it interesting that Utah 
and Oregon are the only two 
states that allow faculty to carry 
guns on campus. And isn't it in
teresting that you haven't read 
about any school or university 
shootings in Utah or Oregon? 
Why not? Because criminals 
don't like having their victims 
shoot back at them. That's why 
the American people want an 
end to this ineffective gun ban. 

Pollsters have found that 
85% of Americans would find 
it appropriate for a principal or 

teacher to use "a gun at school 
to defend the lives of students" 
to stop a school massacre (Re
search 2000 poll). 

The words of Virginia Tech 
spokesman, Larry Hincker, 
should be haunting him in the 
wake of the massacre at his 
school. Last year, a bill was 
killed in the Virginia legislature 
to enable those with concealed 
weapons permits to carry their 
guns at schools. Hincker said 
that, "I'm sure the university 
community is appreciative of 
the General Assembly's actions 
because this will help parents, 
students, faculty and visitors 
feel safe on our campus." 

Gun Owners of America has 
called on Congress to repeal 
its deadly law requiring gun
free school zones. Likewise, 
the call has been made to state 
legislatures to enact legislation 
enabling people with concealed 
carry permits to be able to have 
their weapons with them in 
schools. Y<' 
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CAIR Patkage 
Thank you for mentioning CAIR in your SITREP. Looked them up on the web and found 

lots of interesting sites and dialog: http://www.meforum.org/article/916 was one site. Here 
is an excerpt: 

To fully appreciate what it means that more than half of U.S. mosques are promoting Saudi Is
lam, we refer to the Freedom House report, "Saudi Publications on Hate Ideology Invade American 
Mosques." It explains that Saudi documents disseminated at U.S. mosques are telling America's 
Muslims that it is a religious obligation for them to hate Christians and]ews and wanting that 
Muslims should not have Christians and] ews as friends, nor should they help them. [ 100} 

This is scary rhetoric and should not be ignored. I'm grateful for our intelligence gathering 
capabilities, of which I once was a part (U.S. Army Security Agency). This is a "cold" war 
that America cannot afford to lose. The communists have done well by using our laws and 
freedoms against us -- now the radical Muslims are doing the same. 

Thanks for keeping up with what is going on around the world and not being afraid to 
report it to your readers. 

Keep up the good work, 
Jerry Lucky 

nuntst Harvests and nanditaps 
In regards to the letter criticizing 

the bear hunt in the April 2007 issue, 
I guess hunting ethics is in the eye of 
the beholder. I am from rainy western 
Washington, and believe me, I've spent 
my share of time slogging through the 
muck in Washington and Oregon in 
pursuit of game. Now I have Multiple 
Sclerosis and am confined to a wheel
chair. Yet my dream is to hunt wild hogs 
with my buddy. I don't have the money 
for it, but those dreams live on, even if 
my legs don't. Naturally I will have to go 
on a hunt for disabled and handicapped 
hunters , so stomping the muck is out for 
me. Does that make me unethical? It is 
the only way I can continue my passion 
for hunting, just as access by boat was 
the only way the good Colonel could 
get a bear out of that area. We all have 
to adapt to the situation, and I don't re
call that bear being tied to a pole so it 
could be shot. I don't think denigration 
and name-calling was called for. 

Bob Johnson 
Bremertoh, WA 

Woodrow Wilson Keeble ..., 
After reading this story in the last 

couple of SOF issues I became very in
trigued. You see my father used to tell 
a story about a big Indian they called 
"ChieP' in the Korean War. I do not know 
my father's unit during the war nor did 
I pay much attention to this story. Re
cently my brother-in-law mentioned it 
to me (my father lived with him and my 
sister) , how my father mentioned this 
story to him also. It seems the "Chief 
was known to be a crack shot and used 
to go out on patrol/recon for days with 
just chocolate bars in his pockets. 

Now for the interesting part: Mr. 
Wilson was wounded in combat during 
the dates of October 15-19th. My father 
Fred Herbert Davies Jr., a corporal in 
the USMC at the time, was wounded 
in action on October 26, 1952. When I 
read these last dates in your April 2007 
issue the hair on the back of my neck 
stood up. My father has since passed 
away as a result of complications from 
Parkinson's disease and I have my of
fice adorned with his service pictures, 
Purple Heart and other items. Any info 

from any one would be greatly 
appreciated. I also have numer
ous pictures of my father and his 
squad in tl* field dating back to 
June 10th 952. I used to find it 
strange when I was younger that 
a Marine spoke so highly (almost 
in amazement) of a regular Army 
soldier. It · s only after all these 
years I learn there was nothing 
regular ab@ut the "Chief." 

Robert '!Davies 

Why There Are Snipers 
I'm writing in response to an article 

written in the April 2007 issue of your 
fine magazine. The article is titled Bra
zil Cops: It's War, written by Dr. Martin 
Brass. On the top of page 46 of that 
issue, a photograph was printed that 
shows a hostage taker with a woman in 
his arms. 

Earlier today, on the Independent 
Film Channel I saw a documentary on 
that very hostage situation. The film's 
title was Bus 174. The filmmaker clear
ly wants his audience to feel sorry for 
Sandro (the name of the hostage taker), 
but the reason I am writing is in regards 
to the last IO minutes of this documen
tary film. 

I am no expert on hostage rescue or 
police tactics, but methinks the Brazil
ian police screwed up on this one. The 
perpetrator had not shot anyone until 
the very end of the situation, and only 
then because a cop had rushed Sandro 
and tried to shoot him with what ap
pears to be a sub-machine gun. The cop 
missed, from 1 1/2 feet away. This is 
very clearly seen from multiple camera 

Continued on page 23 
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CORRECTION: 
U.S. TACTICAL SUPPLY INC. contact information was incor
rectly stated in the May, 2007 SHOT article. Please contact 
them at (541 )928-8645 or visit www.ustacticalsupply.com. 

Ted szabo's Legacy 01 
Innovation at Para-Ordnance 

Ted Szabo, the in
novative president 
of Para-Ordnance 
Mfg. Inc., passed 
away on Wednes
day 28 March 2007 
at the age of 60. A 
gifted engineer and 
designer, Szabo 

founded the com
pany in the 1985 
with his friend, < 

Thanos Polyzos. 
In 1988, Para-

Ordnance intro-
duced an innovation that Szabo - and legions of Ml911 
aficionados -- had dreamt about for decades: a high-ca
pacity frame and magazine for Model 1911 pistols , which 
solved the handgunners' dilemma of choosing between 
the superior stopping power of the .45 ACP cartridge 
and the impressive magazine capacity and firepower of 
the 9mm Parabellum. 

For the first time in history, Model 1911 pistol owners 
no longer had to compromise, and could enjoy an increase 

in magazine capacity from 7 rounds to 13. The 
high-capacity frame assembly became Para's first 
step in a long series of needed improvements 
upon the original john M. Browning design. 

Szabo's passion was the 1911 pistol, or what 
he called, "the best platform for an auto-load
ing pistol." While he was intrigued with John 
Browning's original designs, Szabo had " . . . al
ways wanted to pick up where his design left 
off and carry the. technology: forward to the 
next Level." S:z:abo's creative genius drove him 
to further ponder why there could not be an 
easier, SJllOOther double-action trigger system: 
,Hi~ deveilnpment of a true lighr double-action 
(LDA) trigger system won his company an un

. precedei:Jited four "Gunny""aw,.ards from Guns 
&·Ammo.magazin'e. "' 

Nev.er cqntent to rest on his lamels., Szabo 
L!~~~:::::::::;;;;~~~~~·~~-~~w~~~5~lbnstantly rooking foi;..ways to improve tlre-,i!. 911 

pistbL lJ:ie design of the 'extraC);o'r, he felt,-was. a weak 
(top) High-Speed Vessel Swift II arrives in Yokosuka, Japan for a routine port call. 
Photo: P01 Paul J. Phelps, USN (middle) Big Oog robots trot around in the shadow 
of a V-22 Osprey while given commands via remote control at Marine Air Corps 
Station New River, NC. OARPA is considering plans to weaponize the robots, or 
use them to carry loads for Marine grunts. Photo: UCPL M.L. Meier, USMC {bottom) 
Coasties from the Cutters Hamilton (WHEC 715) and Sherman fWHEC 720) unload 
some 42,845 pounds of coke from the Panamanian-flagged Gatun, in a record
breaking maritime seizure in March, The join operation involved the USCG, OEA, 
OoJ, OHS as well as the Panamanian government. Photo: U.S. Coast Guard 

) . . 

·link lihat· nee~ed to be,iippioved. 'the resql.t was fara's 
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On 8 April 04, 
while conducting MSR (main supply 
route) patrol in Baghdad, Iraq, Spe
cialistJonathan Kephart displayed ex
emplary bravery and courage, saving 
the lives of his fellow patrolmen from 
an overwhelming enemy force. 

Throughout the morning of 8 April, 
numerous convoys and MP patrols 
were ambushed and/or received IED 
strikes in western Baghdad. Keph
art was assigned as a .50 gunner in 
the 2nd Squad of 4th Platoon, 230'h 
Military Police Company, 95'h MP Bat
talion, 16'h MP Brigade (ABN). I was 
then serving as the platoon sergeant 
and went with this patrol, as the 
fighting and enemy contact was on 
the increase that day. First Sergeant 
Hawn, Private First Class Porter and 
I gathered all the- ammo we could 
from any personnel staying behind. 
I requested a medic to go with us 
and Sergeant Divirgilio was tasked. 

__ ,. 

Our Battle Platforms were as follows: 
#1, Sgt. Stephen Mandernach (squad 
leader), Specialist Amy Kovac Driver, 
Spc. Jonathon Kephart .50 Gunner, 
Sgt. Serana Divirgilio Medic; #2, Sgt. 

Michael Grant (team leader), Spc. 
Beatriz Torres Driver, Private J ames 
Hale Gunner; #3, Sgt. Tina Woods 
(team leader), Spc. Eduardo Figueroa 
Driver, Pfc. Ramon Suarez Gunner. 

On the Road 
I rode with Platform #3, Sgt. 

Woods. From the time we headed out 
the west gate from BIAP (Baghdad 
International Airport) , we received 
small-arms and mortar fire while on 
patrol that morning. While heading 
north on MSR Tampa, we were noti
fied on the radio that an MP Patrol 
was receiving fire in the vicinity of 
CP 46, and had two disabled vehicles 
with blown tires. We informed Big 
Dawg CP (230th MP Company) we 
had extra tires but my vehicle was 
experiencing some mechanical prob
lems (its top speed was about 45-50 
mph), but that we would get there as 
fast as we could. As we got closer, Big 
Dawg CP informed us to take ASR 

{background) While Kephart's team engaged the enemy, 230th MP Company's First shirt took this photo of the burning oil tankers from Camp Victory, eight 
miles away- not knowing at the moment that his troops were Jocked in mortal combat there. Photo: First Sergeant Hawn, used by permission 
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One Man's Faith, Courage, 
Professionalism, Saves Comrades 
By Edvvin IVI. Rossman .Jr . . 

IVISG. USA 230th 

(alternate supply route) Sword over 
to 46A. ASR Sword had been closed 
several hours earlier to all friendly 
forces, due to the amount of am
bushes and IEDS. We exited off of 
Tampa at CP 40 and headed East on 
Sword. Sgt. Grant was point with an 
M249 squad automatic weapon, I was 
in the middle with a MK19 grenade 
launcher and Sgt. Mandernach, and 
Spc. Kephart was trail with a .SO. As 
soon as we passed CP 41, we started 
receiving small-arms fire from the 
left, right, front and rear of road. We 
were all in the kill zone. 

Reaction Drill 

IVIP Company 

and exploding improvised exp osives 
devices (IEDs). We were driving in 
a built-up area of adobe and brick 
one-to three-story buildings. There 
were at any given time 30-50 people 
on each side of the road firing on us . 
They were lined up behind walls, 
vehicles, in windows, on 
roofs, and the berms that 
ran parallel with the road. 
There were also women and 
children lined along the 
road yelling and cheering. 

The patrol started evasive driv- I ordered all the drivers to 
ing and returned fire. Spc. Kephart continue taking evasive ac
immediately engaged the enemy, in- tion, swerving back and 
flicting casualties or pinning them forth making us difficult 
down. Then the ambush got worse. targets. The gunners en
The patrol received fire from mortars, gaged targets from left to 
RPGs, machine guns and small arms, right. I observed all three 

(right) SGT Mandernach, the squad leader who was in the vehicle with SPC Kehart the day of the 
battle, stands in front sign at Camp Victory, Baghdad Intl Airport {BIAP). Photo: Author's files 

gunners rake the berms and buildings 
with their fire, laying down a good 
suppressive fire. Spc. Kephart was 
also making well-placed, controlled 
shots, taking out enemy combatants. I 

Professional, 
Polite, 
Prepared to Kill 
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A photo taken at Camp Victory two days before the battle (6 April), right as things were heating up, shows 
the troops who were in the battle where Specialist Kephart died. At far left is PFC Ramon Suarez, author's 
gunner; SPC Kephart; SPC (now SGT) Kovac, the driver of Kephart's vehicle; and SPC Figeroura, author's 
driver during the battle. Kephart and Kovac were close battle buddies: Kovac 's sister asked Kep to make 
sure he protected her sister while in Iraq, and he did, he gave his life. Photo: Author's files 

watched numerous enemy elements 
take casualties as a result of Spc. 
Kephart, who was firing from the ve
hicle behind me: If they weren't being 
hit, they were diving for cover and 
staying pinned down by the fire from 
Spc. Kephart. 

Ma Deuce Will Reach 
Even enemy personnel who were 

barely exposed behind cover, were 
being taken out by Spc. Kephart. At 
this point I decided to keep going, as 
I felt if we slowed down and turned 
around we would be easier targets, 
and we were almost to the aid of the 

Try as they may, they can't elude you. Your eyes are too 
sharp, your focus too keen. 

No matter what environment, Steiner's Military/Marine 
binoculars go wherever you go. Mountain, desert, jungle. 
Cold, hot, dry, wet, it makes no difference. You get a deep, 
penetrating view even into the shadows and darkness. 

For extremely fast target i.d ., Steiner's Sports Auto-Focus 
system works when seconds count. Once the focus is set, 
it never needs readjustment. 

Our eyes are your eyes. Steiner stands for the toughest 
sharpest, highest performance military optics. 

other MP Patrol. SGT Mandernach 
and I both requested Air Support 
through Big Dawg CP All Air Sup
port was tied up. SPC Kephart fired 
the .SO cal until the belt of ammo was 
hit, exploded and put the gun out of 
action. He was passed up Spc. Kovac's 
M249 , which he immediately began 
firing at the enemy. When we got to 
CP 45 (one check point away from 
the MP patrol that was disabled and 
under fire) there were two oil tanker 
trucks blocking both lanes of travel 
and burning intensely. 

Thick black smoke was going hun
dreds of feet in the air and covering 
the left and right side of the roads for 
at least 100 meters . Enemy personnel 
were also throwing debris out in the 
road and moving to the overpass to 
fire on us. We halted in a staggered 
formation. Then IED's started going 
off around Sgt. Grant's vehicle, fol
lowed by an RPG that deflected off his 
turret shield. (Sgt. Grant informed 
me later that Hale yelled "RPG" and 
ducked into the vehicle when it hit). 

I could not see ahead of CP 45: 
There were no alternate routes, and 
it was clear we could not go through. 
I ordered the patrol to fall back to CP 
40ffampa intersection. We bounded 

Military/Marine 
Prec ision lenses provide a wide field of view. 
Extraordinary brightness penetrates into low 
light. Sports Auto-Focus picks up critical 
detail and movement through their extended 
range of fie ld. 
Avai lable in 8x30. and 10x50. 

STEINER~® 
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w w w. stei ner · bi nocu lars . com 

PIONEER Research 97 Foster Road, Suite 5 Moorestown, NJ 08057 (856) 866-9191 (800) 257-7742 FAX: (856) 866-8615 EMAIL: info@steiner-binoculars.com 
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17 April 2004 

Dear Mr & Mrs. Kephart, . i:ffi 1 · £ 
I am so ~orry for the loss of you son Jonathan. I know this a very d icu t tune or you 
r" oht now but I would like to tell you how much your son meant to me, this platoon, and 
~~country' I have been Jonathan's Platoon Sergeant for the past year. I have watched 

· · · d. H omplained always helped gave him involve into the qumtessent1al sol 1er. e never c • . ' - H 
I 00% knew his Warrior tasks and job, and just an all around outstandmg you~g man. e 
had n~ differences with anyone. Jonathan was everyone's friend, and you con=e:ed 

ourself lucky to say you knew him. The platoon and-I were blessed to have m our 
~ves He was that one in a million person who had a profound impact on everyon~ he (th t 

· . uldn't he! but like Kep. You raised a very good man. I used to use ep a 
m~. Youecr~ferred to jonathan) as a role model for my other soldiers. (The not so good 

~ne~~ I~aid many times why can't,,~i~!~!~~ s~~i~~Plr,~s~;~:~~~~:a~:~~ :::d obu: 

oflus. way. and k~:~ o": t~ei;:;:r the n~mber one trait I remember about SPC Kephart is 

~:~:~~~e=~oeved his fella;, platoon members dearly .. It was never m~re fure~~ent, than 
on the day of 8 April. I was there with him when he laid his life down or s e ow 
soldiers. I would like to tell you his story exactly as it happened. l b . o 

. f 8 A 04 there were numerous convoys and a MP patro was em,, 
The mor~ng ~ . pr o IBD strikes. SPC Kephart' s squad was tasked to get ready roU 

~:tb:~:iri: a:::~~~~." As we got ready to go, I saw SPC Kephart up in the turret of his 

vehicle getting his .SO cal ready. . ,, 
SPC Kephart asked," Sergeant, how you domg? 
I replied, " Good Kep, thank you for asking" 
"Are you ready Kep?," 
He replied confidently, Roger Sergeant. . . W 
We were attacked alono a total stretch of8km's in a firefight lasting 20-30 minute~. e 
were en aged by a sup:rior number force. The "HELLRAISERS" platoon was ~rymg to 
reach angother MP patrol who was down and receiving fire. We fought for 4 km s trymg 
to et to the other MP's. we got within a few hundred metern, and the enemy h.ad tlie 
ro:d blocked with two burning oil tanker trucks and Improvised Explosive gev~es 

D's) There was no way around. We had to fall back the way we came. n t .e way 
~k t~ough the runbush, SPC Kephart was pretty much at ~y 12 o'clock posmon ~nd I 

h" than anyone else in the patrol. I saw him better than anyone e se. 
had more eyes on tm th · gh · d f the road with small 

Up ah:t~~;s ~:~~:;~~:;yo t~n~~yo~e~:o;~ ~ep:a~ s~~ge t~ the right and opened 

::;~ When SPC Kephart returned fire hitting several ?fthe ene.my, the rest turned and 
fired. direct! at him. While SPC Kephart was exchanging fire with that group I saw an 
RPG hit hi/turret . I saw Kephart go down in the turret., come up for a second, then go 

~~~~t~=~~ ~e~~dfi~~~~~~: ~;e ~~~~y, and never stopped. E~en when he was receiving 
hea"" fire dfrectly at himself, he laid down cover fire at great nsk and penMPl to, himstelff. the 

.• , . h 1 d trying to get his fellow r sou o 
He was constantly exposed m t at turre an was d fl . t the 
ambush. I know at one point when I looked at him, watcfh~g asI~~~~u{;ep~: '~a~ not 

I knew we had a chance to make it out o t ere. 
~~:~;:rr~~::tless, we would have suffered heavy casualties. SPC Kephart gave his life 

that day protecting and defending his brothers an . . 
love for his fellow platoon members sh d d sisters. His deep, caring, loyalty, and 
most about Jonathan. owe that day. That is what I will remember the 
( I actually started writing this letter to 
of his personal affairs, grieving, and stilf~~;t~~~:eek. I ".'orked on it between taking care 
mmd that I used some if it for Jonathan's Mem . g on wnh the rruss10n. I hope you don' t 
recommended Jonathan fior the s·1 S onal Service and Jonathan's Award) I 
I I 'ver tar As ofthi . . 
eve ' and I hope it goes through. Last .k h s moment. it was approved at every 

highest ranking Military Police in the ;;ee 't e Provost General of the Army (one of two 
words of Gen Ryder, SPC Kephart is a t~~ ;;s briefed on Jonathan's sacrifice. Jn the 
let anyone forget the brave selfless a t encan hero. I will never forget nor will I 
and citizen who will listen I hope m c your son made. I will tell his story to every soldier 
honorable as Jonathan Th.e world wy slodnbgrohws up to be as strong, courageous and 
rk hi · ou e t at much b tt f · ' 
' e m. But.unfortunately there isn't, and that ' e er o a place if there were more 

every day to mspect and check on the soldiers s ;~at ·~ade him so special. I still go out 
miss Kep being there to brighten my d W • an . st1 can' t help but look for him. I 
In closing, I want you to know I h d Jay. I e miss him very much. 

d a onat ian's mem · I ·ct 
sen you a copy. I enclosed a copy of the St & S ?na v1 eo taped. I would like to 
Jonathan (page 5). I hoped you received th ~s tnp~s that has a one-page article on 
platoon. The soldiers I friends of Jo tha ~ owers m trme for the service from the 
from us to help honor the memory nfa u ave also chipped in to get you something 
o ks . o your son. Hopefully ·11 . . . iew wee . My wife Pat ty has bee h I . you wt receive It m the next 
deployed. She knew Jonathan too ::n: pmgd us arrange all of this on behalf of the platoon 
You and your fumily has been m care very much for him too. 
during this period of mourning a~:~ayer~e;eryday a?d I will continue to pray-furyou 
We should have never made it out 0~~l~~t am~ dloe~n t go by that I don' t think ofKep. 
Kephart. is a hero, my hero, our hero. us i, ut we did, because of him. SPC 
If there 1s anything r d 

can o to be of assistance, please contact me. 

God Bless, 

Edwin Rossman 
SFC, USA 
Platoon Sergeant 

away from CP 45 and headed west down ASR 
Sword. Up to CP 45, I estimate we went through 
approximately 4 kilometers of Kill Zone. After the 
initial tum-around and bounding back, Sgt. Grant 
and I were in the west lane and Sgt. Mandernach 
was still in the east lane heading west. I ordered 
the patrols to bound back and for Sgt. Mandern
ach's vehicle to get back over to our (west-bound) 
lane -- but there was so much debris, so many 
blown-up vehicles, and damage to the road from 
other battles, they could not cross over. 

Out Of The Trap 
As we traveled west, Spc. Kephart found a 

safe break, and while still under fire and return
ing fire, yelled for his team to cross over a break 
in the guard rail/median, bringing them over 
into my lane, placing them in the center of the 
patrol. I was now in the trail position and Spc. 
Kephart was directly in front of me as we trav
eled back the way we came in. On the way back, 
Spc. Kephart was heavily engaging the enemy at 
the berms, buildings, roofs, and wherever the 
enemy was hiding, and once again firing at us. 
The fire was even heavier going back. (I don 't be
lieve the enemy initially expected us [or anyone 
else] to come down ASR Sword, as all the coali
tion forces had pulled out earlier.) Spc. Kephart 
was now firing an M4 at the enemy from the 
turret. Sgt. Mandernach later informed me they 
passed up two M4s and ammo to Kephart, while 
Sgt. Mandernach rendered the jammed M249 
functional. He reloaded it and handed it back 
to Kephart. I later learned that Sgt. Divirgilio 
was continuously passing up ammo to Keph-
art during the battle. Then Sgt. Grant called in 
over the radio "Road Block, Road Block! Turn 
right, turn right!" There were metal strips with 

spikes in the road, which had three IEDs on 
them. That obstacle had not been there when 
we entered the ambush. Luckily, there was 
a paved exit road to the right of the obsta
cle, so we drove around it and immediately 
came back onto ASR Sword. A few second 
later, Sgt. Grant and Kephart's vehicles had 
their tires shot out. Now we were going really 
slowly. I saw my driver, Spc. Figueroa, put his 
window down and stick his M4 out the win
dow. I heard him fire two bursts and then I 
saw an orange and white vehicle (possibly a 
taxi) roll/coast off the road as if out of control. 
I then heard Suarez yell, "you got him, you 
got him!" I later learned Figueroa observed 
the vehicle pull up next to ours and the driver 
started firing an AK4 7 at Suarez up in the tur
ret. Figueroa took out the driver, as witnessed 
by Suarez and myself. I later learned from the 
other soldiers that Sgt. Grant had also fired his 
M203 at a mortar position and hit it. Numerous 
times, I watched RPGs fly at Kephart's and the 
other vehicles, from all directions. 

Down, But Not Out 
Up ahead, there were about 30 enemy person

nel on the right side of the road with small arms 
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and RPGs getting ready to fire on us. 
Spc. Kephart swung to the right and 
opened fired. When Kephart returned 
fire, hitting several of the enemy, the 
rest turned and fired directly at him. 
Kephart and the enemy exchanged 
heavy fire with each other for a couple 
of seconds. While Kephart engaged 
in this firefight, I saw an RPG hit his 
turret. There was an explosion and 
black smoke, throwing the AT-4 off 
the vehicle. Suarez yelled "Kephart's 
hit!" I saw Kephart go down in the 
turret, come up for a second, then go 
back down. The vehicle started slow
ing down and had black smoke pour
ing out of the vehicle hatch. I tried to 
reach them on the radio but negative 
contact. I yelled at my team to get up 
to the vehicle and keep laying down 
fire, I needed to see if they were all 
right. I pulled up next to the vehicle 
and saw Spc. Kovac still driving. She 
appeared uninjured, was calm and fo
cused. I couldn't believe she was still 
conscious and unhurt from the blast. 
I did not see anyone else moving in 
the vehicle. I motioned for Kovac to 
keep going and told my team to fall 
back behind them and provide cover. 
A minute later, Spc. Mandernach 
called over the radio and said Keph
art had been hit in the head and right 
shoulder and was hurt badly. The 
initial explosion had damaged the 
speakers and left Sgt. Mandernach 
momentarily stunned. When he came 
to, he called on the radio, which was 
still working. 

I then remembered there was a big 
open area in the cloverleaf at the inter
section of Sword and Tampa, which 
would make a good LZ. I sent in a 9-
line to the CP. Then Sgt. Mandernach 

which forced us to start slowing down. 
The fire from the enemy seemed to 
get more intense the slower we drove, 
but we had to provide cover for the 
disabled vehicle. I saw several of the 
enemy get in vehicles and drive out 
onto the outer road. I looked in the 
mirror and saw vehicles coming up 
behind us on those roads. I yelled at 
Suarez there were vehicles coming up 
and Suarez yelled back there were ve
hicles coming from the left and right. 
I clearly felt the enemy could tell we 
were disabled and was coming after 
us. We were almost to checkpoint CP 
41 when I saw 1st Platoon (call Sign 
OlMO, Staff Sergeant Deleon and 151 

lieutenant Meeks). 

Trying To Save The Troop 
Who Saved His Comrades 

Author kneels beside crate of confiscated weap
ons seized by Hel/raiser Platoon with the Iraqi 
Highway Patrol, part of the largest weapons 
cache the 16th MP ARON Brigade had yet seized, 
in Southern Iraq near An Naseriyah, July 2004. 
Photo: Author's Files 

As we passed CP 41, most of the 
fire subsided. I called to OlMO to stop 
and not to go any further, as they were 
about to enter an ambush. Their pa
trol halted immediately. Then I heard 
a MK19 being fired into the kill zone. 
I would later talk to Sgt . Michael Wil
liams, 1st Platoon, 230th MP CO, who 
told me he fired the MK19 and held 
off the enemy. Because of his quick ac
tions, no enemy elements pursued us 
out of the kill zone. OlMO provided 
security for us for another kilometer 
to the Rally Point at CP 40A. A 341 
MP patrol also responded and assist
ed. We arrived at CP 40A and set up 
security in the center of the cloverleaf 
exit ramp. I had OlMO and the 341 

appeared in the turret with the M249 
and began engaging the enemy. A few 
seconds later, another tire on Sgt. 
Mandernach's vehicle was shot out, 

As Remembered By A Responder and Friend 
I was out on patrol the day Jonathan was hit. I was also in the lead 

truck that went out to help his squad. I remember that day like it was 
yesterday, and think about it often. I have 11 years in service and have 
been training for a time such as the time we spent in Iraq, but even 
with all the training one can not express the feelings you have after go
ing through something like this. The squad I was with had returned to 
Camp Liberty to repair a tire on one of our trucks earlier that morning. 

A few of us had been talking about how this trip to Iraq was almost 
like us going to Kosovo. While we waited for Sgt. Martin's truck to come 
back up on line I was listening to the radio; I then started hearing traffic 
from Jonathan's squad and how they started receiving fire. I could hear 
the voices of Sgt. Grant and some of the other NCO's that were with the 
squad. I can remember yelling at Ssg. Deleon and telling him that we 
had to get out there to help; he then got the word that we had a green 
light to go join the fight. 

My truck took off first, driven by Spc. Mc Tague with Spc. Dudzik 
in the turret. The whole way there I heard everything over the radio 
and kept thinking that we had to get there in a hurry because those 
guys out there were our friends. We sped down MSR Tampa and then 
went down against the flow of traffic on MSR Sword. I then saw the 
three trucks from 4th platoon heading our way in bad shape: they were 
smoking, tires flat and looked like they had just driven through hell. I 
then told Spc. Mc Tague to drive past their patrol and get between them 
and the two old white pick-up trucks that appeared to be chasing the 

damaged squad. 
My truck then turned sideways to block anyone else from coming 

down the road; Ssg. Deleon and Sgt. Martin then positioned their trucks 
to take up front and rear security for Jonathan's squad and began 
escorting them out of the area. My truck began taking small arms fire, 
and my gunner was having a little trouble; I then ordered my gunner 
down inside the truck, I had to pull him down inside. I climbed up on 
top of my truck and saw that our weapon was having some difficulties. 
I corrected the problem and returned fire on the two pick-up trucks that 
were shooting at us; after the two trucks had been taken out I had my 
driver catch up and take up rear security behind the other elements. 

On the way back down MSR Sword towards Tampa, we had people 
shooting at us from windows; it was like a scene from the movie 
Blackhawk Down. I could remember the whole time thinking to myself 
that I wished we could have arrived there earlier to help. It made it 
worse when we arrived at the intersection of Sword and Tampa, where 
we learned that we had one down, who was Spc. Jonathan R. Kephart. 
As soon as I heard that I started thinking of all the times that I had en
gaged in conversations with Jonathan, from the times back in Germany 
to the time we sat outside in Kuwait. Jonathan will always be missed .... 
and I still wish that we would have gotten there a little sooner. ~ 

Ssg. Mike H. Williams, 
1st PLT 2nd SQD 230th MP Co. (now Ft. Jackson, SC) 
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patrol provide 360-degree security. 
The patrols stopped all traffic. We 
had a secure LZ. 

I ran up to the vehicle that was hit 
and found Sgt. Divirgilio rendering 
aid to Kephart and Spc. Kovac trying 
to reassure him. Spc. Kephart had nu
merous shrapnel wounds to the right 
side of his body. His worse injury was 
at the base of his head. (His Kevlar 
had at least 40-50 shrapnel tears, with 
only one hole.) 

I saw two entrance wounds to his 
left arm and shoulder. I thought im~ 
mediately that was odd, as he was hit 
from the right side with the RPG. It 
was later determined at his autopsy 
per CID, I spoke to the investigating 
agent myself, that he did in fact re
ceive two bullet wounds on his left 
side. I grabbed personnel and told 
them to start changing the two tires 
and 341 MPs jumped right in and 
helped. Twice a group of three cars 
came to the direction of the intersec
tion and Sgt. Grant ordered Pvt. Hale 
to fire warning shots. As soon as Hale 
fired at the ground in front of the ve
hicles, they very quickly exited the 
area. 

Ssg. Deleon's patrol also engaged 

enemy vehicles coming up to our pe
rimeter at the LZ. I called Big Dawg 
CP and they said the medevac was on 
the way. We switched to the medevac 
frequency but could not get hold of 
our in-bound bird due to heavy radio 
traffic. Later, I would learn there were 
as many as 100 firefights going on in 
Baghdad at that same moment, with 
numerous wounded. I called and gave 
the CP a LACE report (we were in 
the red with vehicles and black with 
ammo) and notified them that Kephart 
had gone unconscious and was getting 
worse. I requested for them to check 
on the status of our medevac. I also 
informed the CP we were changing 
tires and now should be able to do a 
self-recovery. After about 30 minutes, 
and two other helicopters rerouted 
to higher-priority wounded soldiers, 
the third air medevac finally arrived. 
Sgt. Grant marked it with smoke 
and brought the chopper in. I had a 
ground litter standing by and we got 
Kephart out and to the medevac. The 
Medical Officer on board attempted 
to stabilize him. Kephart stopped 
breathing. His pulse was weak. Sgt. 
Divirgilio started to try and resusci
tate Kephart. We then put him in the 

helicopter, I sent Kovac with him, as 
they were battle buddies. 

A Hero Is Called Home 
Sgt. Divirgilio then checked on ev

eryone again for injuries. Sgt. Mander
nach and Sgt. Divirgilio both had 
hearing damage and some shrapnel 
wounds. I assisted Sgt. Divirgilio put
ting a bandage on her left arm. As we 
got accountability for everyone and 
started to leave, Sgt. Grant's vehicle 
transmission went out -- it had been 
damage by an IED or mortar blast. We 
hooked up a tow bar and moved out. 
As we started moving, the tire we just 
changed on Sgt. Mandernach's vehicle 
started to go flat -- it was damaged on 
the back of the vehicle during the am
bush. With no more tires, and towing 
a vehicle, we were going extremely 
slowly, approximately 15-20 MPH. I 
called the CP and explained our situ
ation and how we were easy targets. 
I requested air support, as we would 
be moving through an area where we 
received mortar fire earlier, and other 
convoys had been ambushed. The CP 
could not get air support: They were 
all tied up. As we got closer to BIAP, 
we were driving now about 15 MPH, 
and Sgt. Mandernach was now on his 
rim. I could see the Chateau over
looking gate 7. 

I called the CP and asked for a 
wrecker to meet us at Gate #7, and 
inquired about some Bradley sup
port (they were parked at the Gate) 
to come out and assist, as we were 
sitting ducks. I further asked the CP 
to contact the First Sergeant to make 
arrangements to place the vehicle 
out of sight so it could be cleaned 
of Kephart's blood before any of the 
soldiers saw it. The Company Op
erations TAC OPS, Master Sergeant 
Mandeville, took care of the vehicle 
later that evening. We finally arrived 
at Gate 7, and got final accountability 
of all personnel and equipment. 

We had been under almost con
stant attack for 4 kilometers up and 
4 back, for a total stretch of 8 Klicks. 
The on-duty 230th MP OPS SGT/RTO 
on duty, Sergeant Fishel, said we had 
been there 45-60 minutes. We had 
been engaged by a force of highly 
superior numbers, consisting of 300-
500 enemy personnel. At any given 
time there were 20-50 personnel on 
each side of the road firing at us. The 
enemy was not wearing uniforms but 
was dressed in miss-matched civilian 
clothing. 

Continued on page 22 
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B·KLICK KILL ZONE • Continued from page 20 

Having Fired Their Best 
Shot, They Survived 

Between the three platforms, we 
fired approximately 12,000 rounds of 
ammunition: It served us well that 151 

Sergeant Hawn had collected all the 
extra ammo he could muster from 
the Headquarters element. I believe 
there were snipers making deliberate, 
aimed shots, basing this conclusion 
on the fact that l heard single hits 
on the vehicle and one round hit Sgt. 
Grant's vehicle window dead-center 
where his face was. It also was sig
nificant that several tires got shot out 
in approximately the same area of the 
kill zone. 

courage When It Counted Most 
Judging from the volume of fire

power, roadblocks/barricades and 
IED's that were detonated, the en
emy had been determined to kill or 
capture us all. Fortunately, due to the 
incredible resolve, courage and pro
fessionalism I saw SPC Kephart dis
play, the rest of the detail did make 
it ou t alive. If at any time he had fal
tered, panicked, quit firing his guns, 
not paid attention to the road/IEDs, 

didn't adhere to platoon SOP, applied 
improper loading, unloading, and 
malfunctions corrections/procedures 
on their weapons, it would have been 
a lot of worse and I am sure we would 
have sustained more casualties. Spc. 
Kephart was calm and never lost his 
nerve. He communicated effectively 
at all times, and at key points even 
led his team. 

Through Spc. Kephart's vigilance 
and high state of situational aware
ness, he kept the patrol out of several 
bad situations. With vehicles being 
forced to turn around at the halfway 
point, bounding backwards, and en
gaging targets to the left and right, 
there was a tremendous potential 
for fratricide. But due to the weapon 
discipline and good communication 
from Kephart, there was none. On the 
way back through the ambush, Spc. 
Kephart was mostly at my 12 o'clock 
position and I had more eyes on him 
than anyone else in the patrol. He 
kept his fire hot on the enemy, and 
never stopped. Even when he was 
receiving heavy fire directly at him
self, he laid down cover fire at great 
risk and peril to himself. He was con
stantly exposed in that turret but was 
determined to get his fellow MPs out 

of the ambush. At one point when I 
looked at him, watching as he poured 
fire into the enemy troops, I knew we 
had a chance to make it out of there. 
Somewhere during the fight on ASR 
Sword, Spc. Kephart received two 
bullet wounds but did not go down 
until his vehicle was hit with the 
RPG. Instead, he stayed in the turret, 
continued the fight, killing the enemy, 
and shepherding his patrol through a 
virtual gauntlet of death. Had Keph
art not been so courageous or had he 
not executed his Warrior's drills and 
tasks so superbly, we would have suf
fered heavy casualties. 

Jonathan Kephart was a hero that 
day. I will make sure every young 
soldier I meet knows his story and 
the sacrifice he made, giving his life 
protecting and defending his brothers 
and sisters. ~ 

Epilogue: 
Two more men who had served with 

the Hellraiser Platoon fell to enemy 
action last November. SSG Gregory 
McCoy was killed 9 Nov 06 by IED in 
Baghdad, and SSG Michael Shank was 
killed 28 Nov 06, also by an IED, in Af
ghanistan. 
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FLAK • Continued from page 8 

angles, as the bus was com- ;, 
pletely surrounded by both 
media and police. 

That said, if BOPE snip
ers had been able [allowed 
to] to do their job hours ear
lier (the bad guy had previ
ously take a random shot at 
the crowd), the female victim 
would probably be alive to
day. 

I intend to copy this movie 
onto a DVD-r and sending it 
to you, so you can make your 
own, decision on it. 

I'm not trying to criticize the author 
or the story, I'm just trying to point
ing out some additional information. 
Anyway, keep up the good work. Your 
magazine continues to be one of my 
favorites. I should also point out that 
I am a student at Bismarck State Col
lege in Bismarck, North Dakota, and am 
using another story "Medal of Honor 
for a Two-War Hero" written by Galen 
L Geer as source material for a paper I 
have to write for my Native American 
Studies class. I have to write four pa
pers on prominent Native Americans, 
and if a two-war veteran and potential 

Medal of Honor re
cipient doesn't count 
as "prominent," then 
I don't know what 
does. 

wen worm The 
Subscription 
Price 

It is great to have 
SOF come to my 
mailbox again! I 
wasn't able to sub
scribe for a while 

because of high cost of living expenses 
from being laid off, but everything is 
back on track. New job. New priorities, 
and SOF Magazine is a major priority. 
The subscription price may have gone 
up, but the price is worth every penny. 

Robert Cobretti 

Incomplete Magazine, Apr. '07 
Sir, I have been reading and purchas

ing you fine magazine and since 1977, (I 
still have that_first magazine). As a Guard 
and Reserve vet, and a Law Enforcement 
Officer for over 20 years, I have always 
enjoyed your mag. I just purchased your 
April 2007 issue and eagerly awaited 

reading it when I got home. 
Upon reviewing it, I found that sev

eral pages were missing from the issue. 
Pages 20 to 24, and 62 to 67. The store I 
purchased your magazine had a "no re
turn" policy. It appears it was a mistake 
in processing the magazine. I wanted to 
let you know that, in my opinion, LTC 
Brown has always published a quality 
product, since I have been reading it for 
the last 30 years. I hope this was just an 
isolated incident. 

I'm a bit disappoin ted in not being 
able to read the two featured articles on 
the CECAP and on our troops in Iraq. 
I remember when you guys were the 
only people who would publish stories 
about Afghanistan during the 70's and 
early 80's. Looking forward to new sto
ries and issues. 

Thank you, 
Bruce Swanson, (Former lLT, Ar

mor, USAR) 

Normally, a def ective magazine 
- they're pretty rare - is just returned 
to the retailer, and he in tum returns it 
to the distributor with any unsold cop
ies and they are in tum charged back to 
the publisher. Folks buy SOF to get the 
whole story, after all! ~ 
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Can SpecOps or High· Tech Preempt the lslamabomb? 
By VVarren Gray 

The looming nuclear crisis in Iran 
has fueled endless speculation about 
U.S. contingency war plans, focusing 
primarily on large-scale military op
erations, and even potential nuclear 
response options. The threat is clear 
and undeniable. When President Mah
moud Ahmadinejad took office on 3 
August 2005 , as the ninth president 
of Iran, he openly stated that Israel 
had no right to exist as a nation, and 
that given the opportunity, Iran would 
wipe Israel off the map. Since then, 
the radical, theocratic Iranian regime 
has relentlessly pursued a uranium 
enrichment program, in direct viola
tion of the nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty of 1968. Their constant refer
ences to the United States of America 
as the "Great Satan," and their undis
puted position as the world's leading 
source of state-sponsored terrorism 
leave no doubts regarding Iranian in
tentions. 

Iran's nuclear program is divided 
among a number of key facilities, 

the most significant of which is the 
Bushehr nuclear power plant, hous
ing a pair of Russian-built, one-thou
sand-megawatt turbine reactors along 
the Persian Gulf coast. The Tehran 
Nuclear Research Center has a small, 
five-megawatt, American-made re
search reactor, used primarily for 
open research into nuclear power. A 
centrifuge workshop at the Kalaye 
Electric Company near Tehran was 
found to have traces of enriched ura
nium. And in central Iran, the Esfahan 
Nuclear Technology Center contains 
four small Chinese research reactors . 
There are other, smaller laboratories 
all over the country. The heavy-water 
facility at Arak produces plutonium, 
and the underground conversion fa
cility at Natanz, north of Esfahan, 
provides enriched, weapons-grade 
uranium-235. It's a highly advanced 
complex, with nearly a thousand gas 
centrifuges. Obviously, such uranium 
enrichment is not only very expen
sive, but totally unnecessary for civil-

ian nuclear power. 
The inescapable truth is that Iran 

is building nuclear weapons, and has 
the means to launch them via the new 
Shahab-3B ballistic missile, which is 
already capable of reaching Israel. 
The Israelis, however, possess their 
own, nuclear-armedjericho-2 missiles 
at the Sedor Mikha base south of Tel 
Aviv, and would certainly respond ag
gressively to any nuclear, chemical , or 
biological attack on their homeland. 

With the American Congress and 
people seriously divided over the 
handling of the current war in Iraq, 
however, many cannot possibly envi
sion another front in Iran, no matter 
what the provocation may be. But is 
full-scale war the only option? Can 
Iran's militant nuclear ambitions be 
seriously affected in some other way? 
If so, how? Would Israel take action 
if America hesitated? What would be 
the international repercussions? And 
finally, can America afford not to act 
in Iran? 
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SpecOps or Surgical Strikes? 
Covert special operations may be 

capable of degrading Iran's nuclear 
program seriously enough to give 
them pause, to delay nuclear weapons 
integration long enough to give other 
avenues, even diplomatic measures, 
an opportunity to ultimately resolve 
the regional crisis. These are very 
small-scale, limited options, which 
may even be able to conceal American 
involvement, but to consider them re
quires thinking outside of the conven
tional warfare box. Obliterating every 
nuclear facility within the vast nation 
of Iran may be possible, but not with
out engaging in full-scale warfare, 
and the attendant tremendous costs 
in time, effort, resources, and human 
lives on both sides of the conflict. 

In neighboring Iraq, Saddam Hus
sein's early nuclear ambitions were 
shattered on the late afternoon of 
Sunday, 7 June 1981, when a highly 
covert Israeli air strike pounded the 

French-built reactor at Osirak. The 
brilliant, daylight raid by eight F-I6s 
with six F-15 air defense escorts suc
ceeded because of absolute secrecy, 
discipline, and experience, after all 
efforts at diplomacy had failed. The 
Israeli pilots used ordinary, unguided 
iron bombs, diving on the reactor 
dome one aircraft at a time. Fourteen 
of the I6 bombs dropped were direct 
hits, and the reactor dome collapsed 
inwardly, falling on the shattered 
fuel rods and smothering most of the 
possible radiation leakage. The en
tire attack took only a minute and a 
half, with perfect results. There was 
only one casualty, a French physicist 
working for the Iraqis inside Osirak 
was recruited by the Mossad, and was 
planting a beacon inside the reactor 
room when the jets arrived on target. 
Unfortunately, he didn't get out in 
time. 

A Spirited Strike Option 
The lessons of the stunning, secret 

Osirak mission were far-reaching, 
leading Iran to disperse their own 
nuclear facilities, bury some deep un
derground, and defend others, such 
as Bushehr, with batteries of I-HAWK 
antiaircraft missiles. But recent ad
vances in stealth technology and air
craft targeting systems have dramati
cally changed the way that bombing 
is conducted. We now have the ability 
to conduct extremely high-precision 
targeting, even at night or in adverse 
weather conditions. Just one F-117 A 
Nighthawk stealth fighter is far more 
accurate and effective than hundreds 
of B-17 bombers were in World War 
Two, and creates far less collateral 
damage. A single B-2A Spirit stealth 
bomber can be as effective as eight F
il 7s, with the added advantage of be
ing able to strike through cloud cover 
and during severe storms with GPS
guided munitions. In fact, F-117s 
were originally designed to support 
covert operations at night as special 
"silver bullet" platforms. Only as the 
concept evolved did the Nighthawk 
become integrated with other bomb
ing and attack missions, and now the 
Pentagon plans to retire all of them 
within the next few years. 

Startling advances in bomb tech
nology have resulted in new, enhanced 
bombs with triple guidance systems: 
a laser seeker in the nose, backed 
up by a tail-mounted GPS receiver, 
with tertiary inertial guidance in case 
all else fails . They can be employed 
under virtually all conditions with 
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Want To DESTROY YOUR ENEMIES with ease? Want to Always 

KNOW WHEN SOMEONE IS LYING & Make Them Tell The Truth? 

MENTAL WARFARE SECRETS 
Totally NEW Program Shows You "HOW" To Dominate Life & Easily Hypnotize Others Into Obedience 

Dear Friend, 
Listen. I don't care what you think you might know 

about Mind Control and Mental Warfare -

YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS 
Maybe you think such a thing doesn't even ex ist. If 

so, you' re wrong. Dead wrong! And, I can prove it to 
you. Here's why: 

By now you 've heard of Ninja Mind Control, Black 
Ops, Seduction, NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming), 
Kahuna, Remote Viewing, Hypnotism, etc. Andrew 
Scott has done it ALL and disti lled it down to 

Quick Kill Methods oflnstant 
Hypnotic Domination over ANYONE! 
You 've probably heard of Andrew Scott, the creator 

and fo under of Warrior Hypnosis. 
He's also the Fighting Secrets and Total Life Mas

tery guy you read about in these magazines all the time, 
or you've heard hi s interviews on national talk radio. 
He's in big demand, and rightfully so. 

You see, Andrew has done it all in the field of Mar
tial Arts and Combatives - CQC, Ju Jitsu & Jeet Kune 
Do Instructor, multiple Black Belts and Certified Law 
Enforcement Trainer. 

He's had unparalleled success and heads up a 
Worldwide organization! But get this -

The Night My Life Changed Forever 
After a grueling night of sparring against multiple 

armed attackers under Andrew's expert instruction, he 
decided to take the "Fight Club" out for pizza. 

It 's AMAZING to me that a guy like this can be so 
down-to-earth and human, considering the superhu
man things he can do! 

Want to know what I'm talking about? Read on 
fr iend, read on ... 

We arrived at the new pizza joint across town. The 
place was packed! The hostess says "I'm sorry, but it's a 
45 minute wait to get a table." 

Andrew steps in front of her, looks into her eyes and 
slightly smiles. There is three seconds of silence and 
then she says "yknow what, I' ll just go clear you a table 
right away." 

As she walked away, she kept turning back and gaz
ing at Andrew li ke she was in heat! 

Now keep in mind, none ofus had been to this place 
before and we didn't know any of the people there. 

I noticed all the women seem to be staring at An
drew like deer caught in the headlights. The men are all 
giving him respectful nods and stepping back to clear a 
path for him. 

Finally, I decided to check it out for myself. I stepped 
up to a guy at the bar and pointed at Andrew and asked 
"do you know who that is?" The guy said "No, but he's 
the man isn't he?" How did Andrew 

Radiate Unstoppable Confidence and 
Magnetize Everyone In The Room 

Before the end of the night, no less than three hot 
vixens (i ncluding the waitress) had stuffed their phone 
numbers into Andrew's hand, and he had barely sa id a 
word to them! He tossed the numbers to us - it was no 
big deal to him at all! 

And, he had two attorneys, a broker and a realtor at 
our table buying us drinks and begging to invest bucks 
into one of his enterprises! Andrew said no thanks, be-

By Tom Parks 

cause he likes to keep all the profits for himself. 
Does this all sound unreal , like something out of a 

movie? Well guess what, it 's not. J was there and I can 
tell you in no uncertain terms: It's All Real. 

You see, after YEARS of studying just about every
th ing, Andrew got fed up and decided to only teach the 

QUICK and DIRTY Methods of Getting 
Anything You Want From Anybody! 
I asked Andrew "how do you do it?" "Do what?" he 

said. "Yknow, magnetize people like that?" 
Andrew said "I don't intend to do it. It just simply 

is. Water doesn't intend to go where it goes - it doesn't 
"try" to go where it goes - it just goes there! And, like 
water ... I Go Wherever I Want and 

I Get Whatever I Want 
... and you can do the same th ing, Tom" I was astou nded! 
Me? Do the same thing? OH MY GOD! 

So he began to train me in Warrior Hypnosis. He 
showed me how to buy a car (1 was completely broke at 
the time) and how to gel my boss to raise my sa lary, all 
wi thin a week. I did what he said AND IT WORKED! 

MAKE THEM BEG! 
Ex-girlfriends who had dumped me for more suc

cessful guys were begging to have me back, even offer
ing to pay all of my bills! 

My nagging step-mother, who's been trying to thwart 
me for years, was all of a sudden very afraid of me. I 
was astounded! 

And, I knew l had changed forever. This wasn 't 
some emotional cheerleading going on, thi s was a per
manent change. 

It wasn't any esoteric mumbo-jumbo either. Forget 
the agony and frustration of learning difficult tactics. 

If you' re as "lazy" as I am, and simply want the bot
tom line "how-to" you're gonna LOVE this ... 

Have you ever noticed how some people seem to 
be "lucky"? They always have their way, and life never 
seems to be a struggle? 

They constantly have beautiful women on their 
knees begging, and they laugh about it, whi le you ' re al
ways struggling to get a date with a chick who 's "ok." 

In this totally new program you can't find anywhere 
else, Andrew will show you how to have beautiful 
women eating out of your hand and obeying your com
mands, and you don 't need money or good looks. Yes, 
it 's true. See it for yourself! 

Listen. Have you ever wondered wby some people 
seem to effortlessly conquer every situation they face? 
Notice how life can be a constant struggle, or very dis
appointing and boring? 

Wel l, as of RJGHT NOW, it 's doesn't ever have to 
be that way for you again! Am I serious? 

I Am DEADLY Serious. 
In this new program, Andrew is going to show you 

what he has learned about Mind Control & Mental War
fare , because after he learned it, life has NEVER been a 
struggle for him. 

This is not an exaggeration, but a simple statement 
of fact. And it's so simple and so absolute, so rock-sol
id, that once you "have it" your li fe wi ll never be the 
same! 

Nothing will phase you at all! [n fact, danger and 
chal lenges are now an absolute JOY to face, because 

VICTORY IS AUTOMATIC 
Yes, I really do mean that. And I can prove it lo you. 

Do you "want" the same power in your life? The first 
th ing Andrew wi ll show YOU is how to 

"Thrive In Chaos!" 
I don 't care what you're up against. If you 're out to 

be the top dog at work. lfyou're competing for a promo
tion or sales, with Andrew's Warrior Hypnosis phrasing, 
you' 11 mesmerize and astound the competition - who 
won 't know a damn thing until it 's too late! 

The best pa1t is when they say "NO!" When you 
get Andrew Scott's Mental Warfare Secrets, you' II be 
amazed when you learn: 

./ How To Get Out Of A Traffic Ticket 

./ Have A Client Write You A Big Fat Check, Even 
After they say "no"! 

./ Hypnotic Trance: Make Them Desire To Please 
You, Without Saying A Word! 

./ Psych Profile: Know Anything About Anyone In 
Minutes! 

All you have to do is listen to this program once, 
then try it a few times and you 'II be shouting with joy 
that "TIDS STUFF WORKS!" 

Let me ask you something. Where have things been 
difficult in your life? l'll bet it 's when other people don 't 
do what you want them to do, am I right? Well listen up, 
because now is your chance to end those difficulties 
once and for al l. 

Once you "order this program" you can sit back and 
relax, because you're about to become a Warrior King 
who gels his way - almost all of the time! 

And it works everywhere - whether you 're nego
tiating a price, making a reservation, in a courtroom 
or dealing with city hall! Even with operators on the 
phone! 

Think she sounds cute on the phone? Have her meet 
you later - she' ll think it was her idea! Want them to 
work for you, or buy your product or service? Have 
them do it and thank you for it! 

And, no one will ever be able to escape your mag
netic power when you always know 

How To Tell If Someone Is Lying 
Think about it right now: How many times will some

one li e to you during the course of your life? And, what 
will it cost you? 

Wouldn 't it be better to KNOW when they are lying; 
to know HOW to detect, and correct, those who are ly
ing or are about to lie to you? 

Can you IMAGINE THE POWER YOU 'LL HAVE 
knowing for sure, absolutely, whenever someone is ly
ing to you? What would that be worth to you over the 
rest of your lifetime? 

Of course, knowing this puts you at an Unfair Advan
tage Over Others, because 

They Won't Be Able To Keep 
Any Secrets From You! 

And, you could easily convince others of almost 
anything, true or untrue, when you lean the strategies, 
tactics and exact sciences of persuasion in this course. 

But I know you won 't do that, because your con
science won't permit it. That's the uniq ue thing about a 

I 



true Warrior. You' ll use your newly fo und strengths and 
secret knowledge fo r good, and to 

Manifest An Overflow of Greatness 
in your li fe and the li ves of others. 

There is a force inside you, a kind of "spiritual in
tui tion" that discerns all things, good and bad. This in
tuition is very powerfu l, and magnetic. however, 99.9% 
of the population is programmed, BY DES IGN, to lose 
this intuition. 

Here's what I mean: have you ever had someone lie 
to you or take advantage of you, and later you said to 
yourself "! K 1EW that was gonna happen." 

A little voice inside you told you that you were be
ing lied to, but you rationalized it away and "allowed" 
it to happen, even though you knew better. I'm sure you 
know exactly what I'm talking about. 

Have you ever been in a situation where you were 
told about something that was totally true and benefi 
cial, but you rationalized it away, and later sa id 

"I KNEW I should 've done that!" 
I think we all know what it feels like to miss out on 

somethi ng awesome that we didn't have to miss out on. 
Don't Jet that happen again . Grab hold of this totall y 

new course that no one else has, and you won't ever 
have to miss out on anything you want, ever again. 

Normally, Andrew charges thousands of bucks for 
this info, to attend one of his semi ~ars usually costs be
tween $1700 to $2400 bucks! 

But fo r good fo lks like you, SOF readers who know 
the real dea l, you get the same in fo in the Mental War
fare Secrets Package for just $147 .00 bucks! 

And there 's no way to lose! Andrew has laid it out in 
such a simple and easy-to-understand manner that only 
a fool wouldn't get it!!! 

The 3 Master Keys You MUST Know 
To Get Anything You Want 

1. Human beings are made of energy, and your energy · 
is ALWAYS radiating Magnetic Force - force that either 
"pushe away" what you want, or "attracts" what you 
want. And, there is NEVER a time when this Magnetic 
Force isn 't working - even when you're sleeping! 

2. Every Word You Say Has Power. If you don't un
derstand Hypnotic Commands and Phrasing, everything 
you say "pushes away" what you want most of the ti me 
(this is the missing Key to Getting Everything You 
Want! ) The same ru le applies for your Body Language 
and Eye Contact!· 

3. Your Emotional Response Transfers Control To 
Your Opponent (or your Target). This is even true in a 
bloody streetfight. Knowing this is how the smaller guy 
Destroys the big, scary thugs. It's how the nerdy broke 
guy gets the pretty girl. It's how the disadavantaged and 
underpri veledged GET RI CH! Th is Key is so Power
ful , and so TOTAL and TRUE, that when you hear An
drew explain it and show you exactly how to use it, 
you' ll cry tears of joy as if you've just been handed a 
check for 10 million bucks! 

EASILY DESTROY YOUR ENEMIES! 
Let's not fool around here. What we 're ta lking about 

is very Powerful and Dangerous. Knowing exactly 
how to control other people without them even knowing 
it is outright unfa ir. 

That's why it's very im portant that thi s program only 
fa lls into trustworthy hands. If you are a psycho on a 
power-trip, or a criminal, you are forbidden to buy this, 
period. Nut jobs need not apply. 

Also, if you are into taking unfa ir advantage ofo ther 
people, you are forbidden to have this material. It's just 
too damn dangerous in the wrong hands 

Of course you must be over 18 and by purchas ing 
you agree to release Andrew Scott and Masters Group 
from all liabl ity. 

Just Imagine What You Can Do 
Once You Get These Skills! 

There are really only two types of people 
Warriors and Peasants. The Peasantry wa lk 

around in a Hypnotic Fog of Programming, kind 
of like computer programs. 

When you understand th is programming, then 
just like a computer programmer you can "push 
people's buttons" and have them obey you, just 
like the computer obeys the programmer! 

Does that make sense? It really is that simple, 
but it isn't easy unless you "know" the program
mi ng language. 

Now, with Mental Warfare Secrets, you "get" 
the programming language, the buttons, every
thi ng you need to 

Get Anyone To Do 
Anything You Want 
Anytime, Anywhere 

This essentia l in formation gives you specific 
techniques and phrases in mi nute, step-by-step 
detail that you can do RI GHT NOW. 

You can literal ly memorize these Secrets, go 
out and repeat them, and watch what happens! The hard 
part 's already done. 

But more importantly, it isn't just about control
ling others. It's also about YOU. Here's exactly what I 
mean : 

1. Mental Warfare Secrets is about YOU, EFFORT
LESSLY GETTrNG WHATE VER YOU WANT! 

2. This program shows you that vou have on lv been 
using a tinv amount of vour real abilitv. Andrew shows 
you how to access that part of you, a kind of Genie in
side you, that is capable of discovering the li fe you've 
always dreamed of, INSTANTLY! 

3. The techniques in th is program wi ll help you to 
make your dreams come true - not in some far off dis
tant fu ture - but "RIGHT NOW" 

4. This DVD and 3-CD set, and the secrets in them 
are not available anywhere else! In fact, they are so 
potent, so effective, so INSTANTL Y POWERFUL that 
in order to purchase them you must promise to NEVER 
share these secret tactics with anyone and to only use 
them for lawfu l purposes! 

I WA1 T YOU TO HAVE TH ESE SECRETS -
YOU KNOW YOU NEED TH EM if you 're going to 
WIN every battle in life. 

Do you think that winn ing at life, maki ng more 
money than your fri ends, slaughtering the competition 
and easilv attracti ng evervthing vou want li ke a giant 
magnet is easy? 

I do! And I've seen Andrew prove i1 dozens of times! 
ow, you can do the same. 

This is your wa ke-up ca ll. If you are one of the few 
who know a good thing when they see it, who know 
the truth when they hear it, then YOU will become the 
Master of Youself and Those Around You with Mental 
Warfa re Secrets. 

The Mental Warfare Secrets program will show you 
how to conquer yourselfonce and fo r all, and then con-

Andrew Scott 
quer anyone else! 

Once you get this knowledge, you' ll finally be the 
way you want to be, the way you know you rea lly 
should be! 

99% of the population is comfortable in ignorance 
and mediocrity. If you want to continue in apathy and 
Ji ving inside of a little box, don't bother to ca ll , we 
won 't miss you. But fo r those of you who si mply must 
win at life - who need to know "how" - thi s is for you. 

You have the courage to step up. That 's why after 
you 've absorbed this new DVD & CD Set that no one 
has anvwhere else, you' ll walk into a room and immedi
ately grab attention - and radiate power! 

Watch How People Notice 
You 've Been Transformed! 

It' ll be magnetizing, and it's all rea l. Period. I've put 
it on the line here. This is the best damn course on the 
planet. A DVD & CD set chock full of all of life's Mind 
Control & Mental Warfare Secrets - that's HUGE! 

I can guess the only thing possibly holding you back 
at this point. is the price of $147.00 Are you cheap? If 
you don't invest in your future, in your skills, what kind 
of life will you end up with? 

You know something like this doesn't come along 
every day. Most people don 't have the balls to do any
thing, to try something different - even if they know it 
will work. 

That's why the moment you "order now" you' ll im
mediately be at a HUGE advantage over the rest of the 
population! All I'm asking is that you give it a try. ls that 
fa ir? 

And, for the First 45 people to order, we' re throwing 
in a Free Bonus worth thousands in it 's own right, a CD 
ca lled Mastery Keys To Unstoppable Confidence. 

Worldwide Shipping is FR.EE. So Call Now toll-free 
at 1-800-717-2675 and get it done. You can also order 
on li ne at www.mcntalwarfare.secrets.com 

Sincerely, 

[-0-~-. ~ ~-,-t-,:a~t-t~e-;o~~c~e~ t~a~ -~~:n~a~ ~:~a~e-;e:r:t:'~ ~~~ ~-;; ~e~-~ .~-:n: :;t~: ;~t ~~ ~o-o~d-e~ :: ~ 
: include the Free Bonus CD "Mastery Keys To Unstoppab le Confidence" I'm over t8 and I Promise to keep this 

information confidential. 

Name ______ ___________ Phone ________ Emai l ____ _ _ 

Address _____ __________ City State _ ____ .Zip __ 
1 Enclose Check fo r $t47.00. International Orders must pay by Credit Card only. We do not accept Money Orders. 

Method of Payment: 0 Check. (US only) 0 Visa 0 MC 0 Amex 0 Discover 

Card# ______ _____ _______ ,Exp Date _ ___ .Security Code ___ _ 
Mai l to: Mnsters Group. Inc. 1005 Term inal Way Sui1 e 110. Reno, NV 89502 USA 

For Fast Shi pping. call 1-800-717-2675 or order onl inc at www.mcntalwarfaresecrets.com ltl2006 
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amazing accu~acy, and the availability 
of new explosive compounds, pen
etrator casings, and thermobaric war
heads significantly increases lethality 
options. These bombs are certainly 
powerful enough to level nuclear re
actors the size of those at Bushehr. 
Israel has one hundred ~f the latest 
GBU-28 penetrator bombs for their 
F-151 strike fighters, but the United 
States has ev~n more advanced vari
ants available 

Your Bird, Sir? 
Meticulous· planners down to the 

last, tiny detail, the Israelis at Osirak 
didn't just attack from the air, how
ever. In order to be absolutely certain 
of hitting the right target the very first 
time, an Israeli special operations 
team of commandos and pathfinders 
laid homing beacons around the target 
during the pllevious night. They left 
absolutely n hing to chance, plac
ing "eyes on target" on the ground, as 
well. ' 

There have been recent reports of 
American Special Forces and civilian 
government personnel training Muja
heddin-e Khalq (MEK) guerillas, part 
of a large militant organization of Ira
nian exiles living in Iraq, and harshly 

USAF B-2A Stealth Bomber from the 325th Bomb 
Squadron. Photo: TSGT Michael Ammons, USAF 

persecuted by the Hussein regime. 
These combat-seasoned, Farsi-speak
ing warriors, although technically 
classified as an anti-Iranian "terrorist 
group" by the State Department, cer
tainly have.the potential to participate 
in covert special operations against 
Iran as scouts, advisors, linguists, and 
even frontline soldiers on the ground, 
as part of a coordinated effort with 
U.S. special operations forces. 

Covert operations, by their very 
nature, must often be small and com-· 

partmented for total secrecy. One 
plausible example of a clandestine 
strike scenario, described in great de
tail in my latest book, Persian Ghost, 
might involve a tiny team of expert 
mission planners with Pentagon au
thority to "borrow" small numbers of 
in-place military assets to maintain 
the secrecy of the mission. The U.S. 
already has Navy SEALs and special 
operations boats stationed in the Per
sian Gulf region, helicopters in Iraq, 

Continued on page 48 
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FOLDING POCKET PICKSET 

This folding knife 
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smallest handle 
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a tension tool. Its only 1/4 thick and 
3 inches long. The housing has a 
removable pocket clip, and a hole 
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A South African 
Mere Speaks 
Betrayal by the South African Government After Failed Coup in 
Equatorial Guinea - The "Kuwait of Africa" 
B y Dr. ,IVlartin Brass 

A South African Mere recently sent 
an urgent plea to SOF: 

"Can You Help"? 
"My name is Bok (war name)_ I am 

a South African, and I was one of the 
contractors involved in the failed at
tempt to overthrow the government 
of Equatorial Guinea in March 2004. 

"I am sending you this email, 
because I understand that SOF pub
lished some articles about the coup 
plot in 2005 (Feb-April three parts) . 
Now, none of us (the 70 or so guys 
involved) made any con tact with the 

media during the time after we were 
released from prison in Zimbabwe. 

"The case is currently in court in 
South Africa, and the bottom line is 
that so far, three of the state witnesses 
actually testified that the South Afri
can government (amongst others) was 
involved in this. 

"I don't know who wrote the ar
ticles for your magazine, but I got 
the name of Robert K Brown (RKB). 
I would like to bring him up to date 
as to what's happening right now with 
the case, and why we decided to get 
involved. I'm sure you can under-

stand that there is more than meets 
the eye. 

"I hope you can help me in this." 

SDF Sets The Record Straight 
As you might suspect, we were as 

anxious to talk to him, as he was with 
us . 

As you might also suspect, RKB 
was animated, vividly recalling those 
exciting days of revolutions , coups, 
and counter revolutions, that he had 
spent in Africa, fighting tyrants. 

The attempted coup in Equatorial 
Guinea in 2004 was one of the most 
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convoluted, bizarre African 
thrillers, certainly of Frederick 
Forsyth quality, with shocking 
twists and turns, with high 
profile players, arms traders, 
and reckless meres. 

(opposite page) Executive Outcomes (EO) personnel unload ammo in 
Angola while carrying out military operations in Angola in the '90's. 
EO executive operators recruited the bulk of their personnel from the 
famous 32 "Buffalo" Battalion, composed of white officers and black en
listed personnel, that earned its bones fighting the communists in South 
West Africa and Angola. (this page) February, March and April 2005 is
sues in which we covered the coup attempt in Equatorial Guinea. 

Not to mention the number 
one motive of such intrigue
greed. 

As in so many of such plots, 
the big boys behind the scenes 
skated, while the courageous 
ones doing their dirty work 
fried. 

Bok, a 35-year old, has spend 
most of his adult life as a profes
sional soldier. He was a member 
of a South African counter terrorist 
special task force unit until 1999, and 
then served as a private civilian con
tractor in Iraq until 2003. 

A brutal six-month stint in the 
dreaded Chikurubi Zimbabwe prison 
interrupted his real life 007 career. 

Outraged, betrayed and bullied by 
political opportunists, he wanted SOF 
to tell the world his side of the story. 

"Media coverage of the trial was 
only in local newspapers and on local 
TV news in South Africa. That is why 
I thought to contact you. We wanted 
the world to know what was going 

on," Bok said. 

An Oily Coup to 
Overthrow Equatorial 

Guinea is Hatched 

¥lY 
?'\... 

"I was recruited by Rey, a colleague 
of mine," Bok rehashed the nightmare 
that began three years earlier." 

Rey and I came back from Iraq in 
Feb, 2004. We were hired by a se
curity firm to provide protection for 
General]ay Gardner, the U.S. prede
cessor to Brenner. We worked for NY 
police commissioner Bernard Kerik. 

"Rey told me that he was recruited 

Tactical Supply •nc. 

SEE OUR FULL LINE OF 
SNIPER PRODUCTS, 

RIFLE ACCESSORIES, 
GRIP PODS AND 

TACTICAL TAILOR GEAR 
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Phone: 541.928.8645 Fax: 541.791.2965 
www.ustacticalsupply.com 

to do something, but 
didn't know exactly 
what it was. 

A Green light Leading 
To A Bizarre Nightmare 

Toit, a 

special forces guy working all over 
Africa and well connected in Equato
rial Guinea," Bok recollected. 

"Well, du Toit may be a special 
forces guy, but his real claim to fame 
is as an internationally acclaimed 
arms dealer. 

"'We are going to execute a coup'," 
du Toit announced to Bok and Rey. 

"'Are you really serious?"' we were 
stunned," Bok recalled every detail. "I 
didn't know which country. I thought 
maybe Swaziland, which had serious 
political problems. 

"'It is Equatorial Guinea'," du Toit 
informed us. 

"'What is going on in Equatorial 
Guinea?"' we asked du Toit with sus
picion. 

"'It's about oil. President Theodore 
Obiang is having conflicts with U.S. 
oil companies drilling oil offshore', 
du Toit got straight to the point. 

"'We're interested, but it is going 
to be difficult because the South Afri
can government will not approve', we 
told him as we dismissed the bizarre 
plan. 

'"We would not be able to come 
back here. We are making good mon
ey in Iraq. We can go back there'," we 
told him. 

'"The South African government 
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Troops counterattack from a South African Caspir APC during an ambush exercise. Photo: 8,uthor's Files 

is informed'," du Toit reassured us. 
'"They have given the green light in 
doing this operation.' 

"We found it hard to believe. 'Let's 
make sure about this', we told him, 
unconvinced," Bok said. 

Jete Maximo of the African Meres 
"Rey met Simon Mann in Johan

nesburg," Bok continued. 
The dashing former SAS Comman

do officer Mann has made his mark 
among the great meres, such as Mike 
Hoare and Bob Denard. 

Mann earned his status as jef e 
maximo of the meres when he was in-

volved in the controversial but highly 
effective notorious security-consult
ing firm Executive Outcomes in the 
1990s. He and his company became 
the icon for mere activities in African 
conflicts after the end of the Cold 
War. 

Mann had developed a keen sense 
for chasing oil and precious stones. 

Mann and his cronies in Executive 
Outcomes gained instant respect and 
recognition by all military adventure 
seekers when they flew 59 men, most 
of them former special forces, to An
gola. Their patron, the Angolan state 
oil company, ordered them to de-

stroy Jonas Savirnbi's Unita guerrillas 
which threatened the Savo oil region 
of northwest Angola and diamond 
fields in the northeast. 

Down With Tyrants 
Mann's daring feat was a smashing 

success. 
Mann had highfaluting friends in 

all the right, or wrong places. 
One of them, British intelligence 

MI6 agent Nigel Morgan, sold him 
out, but that comes later. 

Another was Mark Thatcher, the 
racy, self-indulgent son of former U.K. 
Prime Minister Maggie Thatcher. 
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"I think Thatcher was involved 
before we were recruited at the last 
minute, just three and a half weeks 
before we flew out of South Africa," 
Bok said. 

"Simon told Rey 'this operation 
has been green lighted at the highest 
levels in South Africa'." 

"What do you mean at the highest 
level?" RKB queried, intrigued. 

"'Thabo Mbeki himself--the Presi
dent'. " 

"We were told that South Africa 
would benefit tremendously from oil 
deals if the coup was successful," Bok 
responded. 

But it wasn't all about oil. 
"Because of the poor living condi

tions and human rights abuses by the 
regime of Equatorial Guinea, we were 
briefed that the overthrow would be 
widely supported by the population," 
Bok emphasized. 

The Revenge of the Black African 
Governments Against White Meres 
South Africa either duped the other 

U.S. , U.K. , Spanish and Zimbabwean 
governments, into being complicit in 
their scheme, or the coup was a joint 
conspiracy. 

· "Bulelani Ngcuka, the head of the 

Scorpions, the Directorate of Special 
Operations (DSO) in South Africa, 
had approached du Toit to do the job, 
and had given him the green light'," 
Bok continued. 

"We think it was a conspiracy," 
Bok insisted. 

"The South Africa government 
wanted us to do the operation so they 
could get rid of us. 

"We would be apprehended or ex
ecuted, then South Africa would say, 
'it is an Equatorial Guinea thing. They 
got what they deserved'. 

"I don't think the Zimbabwe gov
ernment knew what the weapons 
Mann was to purchase there were go
ing to be used for. 

"When Zimbabwe intelligence, the 
Central Intelligence Organization, 
interrogated us , they didn't know ex
actly what was going on. They found 
out a couple of days later. 

"We were also told that the Span
ish government was involved with 
this . They hosted Severo Moto who 
was in exile in Spain. The Spanish 
government, they said, wanted this 
to happen before 14 March .2004 be
cause there were to be presidential 
elections in Spain. 

The outgoing Spanish prime minis-

ter could sanction the new Equatorial 
Guinea president to seal his legacy 
of democracy in the former Spanish 
Colony--and maybe lots of oil. 

The opposition to President Obi
ang, Severo Moto, had fled to Spain 
after a failed coup in Equatorial Guin
ea in 1997. 

"We were told the British govern
ment was involved," Bok said. 

High Risks Have Big Payons 
"We would have been paid 

$200,000 for ·five team leaders to 
share. The black troops would have 
been paid around $20,000 each. 

That was just for starters. 
"There were promises of long term 

training contracts, retraining military 
and police, a coast guard and so on," 
Bok remembered. 

A Coup Aborted 
"Was there a ground plan?" RKB 

asked. 
"The ground plan was to secure 

the Malabo airport, to secure a small 
military base and the police station, 
then secure the presidential palace," 
Bok said. 

"In Zimbabwe, we were to pick up 
Continued on page 74 
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Farnam's Gunslinger Diary 
By ._lohri Farnam 

Making the rounds of the local gun 
stores, one sees the beginning of a dan
gerous trend. Defensive/military rifles 
like XCRs, Sigs, and FNs are currently 
being sold without iron sights (the FN 
has rudimentary back-up sights). 

This practice keeps costs down, and 
most new owners want to shoot with 
optics anyway. In fact, many recre
ational/non-serious hobbyists say that 
they don't lik~ iron sights, because they 
"obstruct the view through the optic." 
Of course, that "obstruction" is a vital 
piece of gear on any serious rifle. 

However, the inconvenient fact is 
that there is no substitute for basic rifle 
skills. We can't become so enamored 
with technology that we are helpless 
and unable to proceed when batter
ies die, optics break, mounts become 
loose, et al. Similarly, just because we 
have GPS doesn't mean we can forget 
about learnirlg to read a map and use 
a compass. 

Serious rifle optics should be: 
- Zero/minimal magnification. 
- Mounted well forward of the 

shooter's face. 
- Rugged and dependable, as well 

as the mounts 
- Mounted so that they can be re

moved quickly. 
- Equipped with clear, clutter-free 

reticles. • 
Basic rifle skills n:iust be preserved. 

Betting one's Ffe on a single battery and 
circuit, with no backup, is the domin
ion of fools! · 

Comments of Rifle Sights 
On a recent hunt in a remote area of 

Zimbabwe, a friend had the experience 
of picking up his .375 H&H bolt gun, 
only to hear the scope rattle like a jar
full of pennies. It was a high-end, Eu
ropean model, but broken and totally 
useless. There was no indication what 
caused it to b.reak. 

The scope was removed, and the 
hunt was able to continue only because 
the rifle had iron sights on it. 

As with military rifles, but it is 
equally distressing to see how few 
hunting rifles are wearing legitimate 
iron sights these days. It is a foolish 
omission! 

Manufacturers of military rifles, like 
RA, FN, and SIG, offer the "no-sight 
option" mostly because all their rifles 
now come with Picatinny rails, and 
they want owners to select for them
selves what kind of iron sights they will 
put on it, and where on the rail they 
will go, as they are easy to install at the 
user level. Trouble is, some naive own
ers never get around to putting them 
on. Foolish omission indeed! 

Rifle Slings 
Today, a friend called and wanted 

my advice on a sling for his new DSN 
FAL When I provide such advice, the 
question I usually ask first is: "What is 
the rifle for?" Put another way: "Whom 
are you trying to impress: your friends, 
or your enemies?" 

Quite often, new purchasers have 
failed to think that one through. As
suming your rifle is for serious, rather 
than recreational, purposes, we need to 
know the context. In most of our Urban 
Rifle Classes, the context is "Domestic 
Policing/Domestic Personal Defense." 
We also instruct classes in "Military Ri
fle ," but that context is not the same. 

In Military Rifle classes, the empha
sis is (1) functioning as a part of a team, 
(2) long-range, lethal engagement of en
emy soldiers, (3) aggressively confront
ing, at gunpoint, persons of unknown 
in tent, and ( 4) fire superiority. 

In Urban Rifle classes the emphasis 
is on (1) functioning as an individual 
operator, (2) constructively interact
ing in a non-threatening manner, while 
armed, with persons of unknown in
tent, (3) relatively close-range lethal 
engagement of VCAs who represent a 
direct threat to innocents, and ( 4) care
ful, individual shots, keeping in mind 
that the our ammunition supply is lim
ited, resupply is unlikely, and errant 

shots, by definition, are going to hit 
something we didn't want to hit. 

Within the later context, I have the 
best luck with a two-point sling. The 
one made by Blue-Force is excellent. 
Three-point slings may work fine in 
some military situations, but they do 
not lend themselves to a "grab-and-go" 
circumstance, as they take too long to 
climb into and get adjusted. One-point 
slings are fast, but the rifle tends to 
"dangle." The best one-point sling cur
rently available is made by my friend 
and colleague, Henk Iverson, at Strike 
Tactical. 

When using a two-point sling, at
tachment points need to be on the top 
side of the rifle, rather than on the un
der side. That way, the rifle will hang 
right-side-up when carried in front. 
The front attachment point needs to be 
near the front sight, but it may have to 
be on the left side, rather than directly 
on top, as attachment points on top 
obscure the sighting plane. Any good 
gunsmith can get this set-up installed. 

At the end of the day, I need to be 
able to comfortably sling my rifle in 
front, or to the rear, and still be able to 
quickly mount it from any starting pos
ture. Also, while the rifle is mounted, 
I should be able to quickly shift shoul
ders without the sling getting in my 
way or preventing you from moving the 
rifle from one shoulder to the other. 

Without a suitable sling, your seri
ous rifle is handicapped. And, after 
properly equipping yourself, you need 
to get into an Urban Rifle Course, with 
a competent instructor, where you can 
run yourself and your equipment hard. 
Only then can you be relatively sure 
that you have respectable gear that 
is going to hold up and serve you ad
equately when it must. ~ 

WARNING AND DISCLAIMER: Any content in this publication, in· 
eluding technical data, reports of any activities, information, events 
and circumstances under controlled situations and under supervised 
control have not been tested nor approved nor were under the con
trol of Soldier of Fortune Magazine. Reports are transmitted from 
independent sources to which SOF has no obligation nor control. 
The data is transmitted for reporting events by the author. Soldier 
of Fortune Magazine, its agents, officers, consultants nor any other 
individual or entity reject any and all responsibility for any report
ing in this publication. Any reports in this publication do not provide 
detail for comprehensive safety techniques, training techniques, 
training precautions that are absolutely essential for any covered or 
similar activity. The reader MUST not attempt any reported activity, 
technique or use of equipment based upon any reports in this publi
cation. Comprehensive training, guidance and supervision is always 
necessary wllen engaging in any activity of which any report in this 
publication mentions or gives any reference to. 
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The unvarnished truth about Bodyweight Exercises ... 

"6th Degree Okinawan Karate Black Belt 
and Former Marine Sounds Off About 

Matt Furey and all the Hype Surrounding his 
Combat Conditioning Program " 

Every time I heard about Hindu Pushups and Hindu Squats I wanted to spit right in his face! 
by Mike Storms 

better or been more flexible in my life. I feel great and have lost 
no size, strength, or muscle mass .. . as a result I scored the 
maximum number of points on the Army Physical Fitness test. 
HOOAH! You are doing great things, and I and the U.S. Army 
Officer Candidate School owe you a lot. TREAT'EM ROUGH! 

"What a liar this guy Matt Furey is." That's what I thought 
when I read this guy's hype-dense ads about his bodyweight 
exercise program called Combat Conditioning. Look, I'm 
no sucker for junk exercise programs. Not only have I lifted 
weights for years, but after 26 years in martial arts where 
I've earned a 6th-degree Black Belt in Okinawan Karate 
- and six years in the U.S. Marine Corps, I've seen it all. So 
to say I didn't believe Matt Furey when he said you can get 
kick-butt fit with his bodyweight calisthenics would be an 
understatement. Not only have I been in the USMC and been 
in martial arts for a long time, but I played football for most of 
my life and have served as the martial arts instructor for the 
New Orleans Saints. So there's no way I was going to fall 
for a rinky dink routine like Furey's. 

Not only that but I trained wi th Jesse Kellum, who is 
pound-for-pound one of the strongest men in the world. At 
220 lbs. he benched over 800 pounds and squatted 1000 
pounds. I, myself, could bench over 400 pounds and dead 
lift over 600. 

Pain, Pain, Go Away 
Even so, despite my immense knowledge and background, 

I couldn't shake this nagging feeling that Furey might be right 
about what he was claiming, mostly because my shoulders, 
knees and back were in constant pain from my weight train
ing routine. Yes, I was strong, but I was paying a heavy price. 
No one likes pain - I don't care how much you think you "can 
take it" - after awhile it's not worth it. And Furey's program 
promised to get me stronger and more flexible without all the 
joint pain I had. Not possible, I thought. 

My main fear, other than being in MORE pain, was that 
I'd lose the strength and size I had gained from weights. 
Then I read about the Great Gama of India, a wrestler who 
followed Furey-style training - and he was unbeaten in 5,000 
matches. In terms of size and strength, Gama was amazing. 
He was 5'7'' and 260 pounds of streaming steel. And that 
was in the early 1900's - long before steroids. 

I had heard that Bruce Lee did the exercises Furey 
teaches, too. And we all know about Lee's incredible ripped, 
lean, muscular look. Not to mention how lightning fast and 
fluid he was. 

I also recalled how Herschel Walker, a Heisman Trophy 
winner and All-Pro Running back did 500 pushups and 
situps each day. So that made me think even more, 
especially because Furey's exercises were supposed to 
be far better versions of these pushups and situps. 

A Swift Slap in the Nuts! 
But the final straw for me was when I met Furey IN 

PERSON in November of 2001. Both of us happened to be 
in the same hotel in Phoenix, Arizona. I introduced myself to 
him and he politely shook my hand and nodded. I could tell 
he was in great shape, but I had no idea HOW good until I 
playfully flicked a punch at him later that day when he was 
walking down the corridor. Without missing a beat Furey 
reacted faster than a cobra. He slapped me in the nuts and 
kept right on walking. He never even broke stride. I stood in 
awe. I had never had anything like that happen to me. An 
hour later I met Furey in a restaurant, took out my Platinum 
American Express card and gave him carte blanche. "Send 
me whatever you have that will help me," I said. A few days 
later I received my first package from Furey in the mail and 
I've been hooked ever since. 

If you think what you are reading is nothing but marketing 
hype - then let me ask you why do you think I now train the 
350+ students in my dojo in Mandeville, Louisiana (Mike 
Storms Karate) in Combat Conditionin{f! I train young kids 
as well as adults in these exercises. WHY? Because they 
flat-out work. They boggle the mind while getting your body 
into ready-for-battle condition. 

In Furey's Combat Conditioning he challenges YOU with 
a test. 100 Hindu squats, followed by 50 Hindu pushups, then 
a one-minute back bridge. 

Let me tell you, when I first got the book I figured this test 
would be easy, I got started. At 40 Hindu squats my thighs 
were blitzed. It took about 90 seconds; not long compared to 
my barbell squat routine at the gym. 

Next, I tried the Hindu pushups. Funny thing is my legs 

were still shaking. I dipped down and pushed back. At 15 
my arms were throbbing. This couldn't be. No way. I could 
bench like there's no tomorrow and this exercise was nuking 
me. I stopped at 27 reps. This took about 1.5 minutes, so my 
workout had only been 2.5 minutes long. 

Then the bridge. After three unsuccessful attempts of ten 
seconds, I had to stop. The next day my legs, chest and arms 
were sore, but in a good way. I thought my legs got 1 O times 
more work with weights, but I was wrong. 

· Over the course of three months my body changed big 
time. In fact, I've made a list of 12 of the most amazing 
benefits that I and thousands of others all over the world have 
gotten from Matt Furey's Combat Conditioning program. I'm 
betting these are important to you, too. 
1. I blow-torched off my excess body fat so quickly that I 

could eat more than I normally did and still look better 
than ever. 

2. I packed and chiseled functional muscle onto my 
legs, chest and back that I've never had before, 
even from weights. 

3. I simultaneously doubled my strength and flexibility 
- and did so without needing separate workouts for 
each. 

4. I quadrupled my endurance inside of 30 days. 
Just think how much this helped my sparring. No 
matter what, I NEVER get tired. 

5. The chronic back and shoulder pain I had from years of 
heavy squats, deadlifts and bench pressing went away 
within a couple weeks. And much of that pain had been 
with me for nearly 1 O years. It's GONE now. 

6. I sleep like a log. Eight hours of deep sleep is no 
longer a goal. It's automatic. As soon as I hit the 
rack I'm out like a light. 

7. My self-confidence knows no bounds. Especially when I 
got compliments from people who hardly paid attention 
to me before. I honestly believe there is nothing I cannot 
do. I'm on top of the world. 

8. I can train anywhere, I don't need more than a few 
square feet of carpet or pavement and I'm all set I have 
absolutely no excuses and my body is loving me for it I 
don't need any equipment Just my own bodyweight 

9. I get a kick-butt workout done in 15 minutes or less. 
Sure, I could do more - but I've gotten incredible results 
with this amount - so why ruin a good thing? 

10. I've turned back the clock. My friends tell me I 
look 5 -10 years younger. Awesome!! 

11. I have an explosive type of strength that weights 
couldn't give me. My movements are super fast even 
when I'm just screwing around. 

12. My muscles are like a pliable and powerful tiger 
- ready to pounce on prey in a heartbeat. 

So there you have it. The 12 reasons why Combat 
Conditioning is the best fitness program on the planet. I 
now do these exercises everyday and they are FAR easier 
than when I started. I won't go a day without them. But forget 
about me. 

CPT Judd D. Mahfouz - Infantry 

Dear Mr. Furey, Let me say I have benefited a lot from both 
your Combat Conditioning and Combat Abs book. I am a 
Marine stationed on Okinawa, Japan and I do a lot of kickbox
ing and NHB fighting on the side. Your exercises have given me 
a tremendous advantage and combined with my other routines 
(shadowboxing, spaning, bagwork, wind sprints, and grappling 
drills) /1ave gotten me into the best shape of my life. 
LCpl Sandor Devenyi - United States Marine Gorps 

Dear Matt, Being a U.S. Marine in a field unit, I spend much 
of my lime in Physical Training, and I'll admit, I thought that 
I was in peak physical condition. 2 months ago I began your 
Combat Conditioning program and quickly realized that I 
had been missing something. While platoon PT consists of 
mostly running and inc01porates some bodyweig/1/ exercises 
(i.e. pushups, pull-ups, crunches) I had been spending the bulk 
of my personal training time in the weight room, lifting heavy. 
It embarrassed me the first time I tried to do a reverse pushup 
and couldn '!. I haven't set foot in the weight room in the last 2 
months. My 3 mile run time has dropped to below 18 minutes, 
I've lost a good 1 O lbs and my body fat has dropped 4%. You 
can see the difference and God knows, I can feel the differ
ence. I've introduced the rest of my squad to your program. 
Thanks for helping us kick ass and take names in a hellish and 
unforgiving manner. 
D "Bubba" Byng- LCPL, USMC 
"Golf" Go, MCS Batta/lion 

Matt Furey's Combat Conditioning: Functional 
Exercises for Fitness & Combat Sports has 48 super 
effective bodyweight exercises along with seven different pro
grams that will get you into kick-butt shape fast. Order now 
and you'll receive 3 free Special Reports on how to eliminate 
knee, back and shoulder pain. 

Your total investment in this no nonsense book is only 
$29.95 plus $6 S&H U.S. (foreign orders add $12). Order 
online at www.mattfurey.com. Or pick up the phone right now 
and call 1 813 994 8267 to order. 

You can also send a money order to Matt Furey Enterprises, 
Inc., 10339 Birdwatch Drive, Tampa, FL, 33647. 

:o -Yes "Piease-send !Vie-coliitial conditioning: f:unctionai --· 
: Exercises for Fitness for only $29.95 plus $6 S&H ($12 
: foreign S&H), and if I'm one of the first 25 to order, I will also 
; receive 3 Special Reports on eliminating knee, back and 
: shoulder pain. 

:N.w.E: ---------------

:ADDRESS: ______________ _ 

' 

Take a look at what some others in the military have :cnv 
to say about this program: : ----------------

Matt, I am a US Marine stationed overseas. I am also a wres
tlerljudoka and the Marine who developed tl1e Marine Gorps 
Martial Ms Program. I use your courses regularly / like your 
no-nonsense approach. Particularly as I get older, bodyweight 
exercises are quick, flexible, a/I-encompassing and convenient. 
Keep up the good work! 
Lt Colonel George Bristol - USMC 

Mr. Furey, We have been applying the principle of 'mastering 
your own body weight' to our football program and have been 
pleased. A 12 - 1 championship season last year was our 
reward. Thank you sir. 
Bonner Cunnings 
Yosemite, CA 

Dear Matt, When I got your book, I changed my whole way of 
thinking about how one should train for Combatives. I am now 
totally off the weights, and, to tell you U1e truth, I have never felt 

© Gold Medal Publications, Inc. • www.mattfurey.com 
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Latin America watch 
By ..Jay IVlallin Sr. 

nueo [hiitel: 
More oaneerous 
Than Fidel Castro? 
Can The Venezuelan Strong Man Take Fidel's Place? 

The day after President Bush ad
dressed the United Nations General 
Assembly in September 2006, another 
speaker before the Assembly stated: 

"And the devil came here yester
day. Yesterday the devil came here. 
Right here. " (He dramatically cross
es himself.) "And it smells of sulfur 
still today." 

Who called the U.S. 's beloved 
president a "devil," literally before 
the whole world? A demented Demo
crat? No, it was Hugo Rafael Chavez, 
president and near-dictator of Ven
ezuela. (On other occasions Chavez 
has referred to Bush as a "donkey," 
"asshole," "in1perialist" and "politi
cal corpse.") 

Earlier in the year Chavez had been 
defeated in an effort to win a seat on 
the Security Council for Venezuela. 
This had not in the least dampened 
Chavez's global ambitions. He was 
now engaging in a verbal joust with 
the President of the United States. 

For Chavez's ambitions are tmly 
international. As a result he is in
creasingly compared with a until-now 
better known leader, Cuba's Fidel 
Castro. With dictators virtually passe 
in Latin America, with wars just about 
outlawed, with democracies mostly 
dull, Venezuela's semi-dictator has 
provided the only real color in the 
politics of the continent since Fidel 
Castro began to fade. Is Chavez the 
new Castro? In what ways are they 
alike; in what ways do they differ? 

Rise of The Venezuelan Strongman 
The details of Castro's life are gen

erally known: Born to a middle-class 
farmer family, Catholic education, 
university activist, led an unsuc
cessful attack in July 1953 against 
one of the key forts held by dictator 
Fulgencio Batista's army, imprisoned, 
pardoned, went to Mexico to organize 
an expedition against Batista, landing 
in December 1956, heavy losses but 
resulting guerrilla campaign that af
ter two years brought victory, sets up 
a new government, forms an alliance 
with the Soviet Union, rules for over 
46 years, even after the Soviet Union 
collapses. 
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Chavez has only become well
known in recent years. Hugo Chavez 
Frias was born in the town of Saba
neta, in western Venezuela, on 28 July 
1954. The son of provincial school
teachers, he is what Venezuelans call 
a bachaco, a man of mixed race. Ac
cepted into the Venezuelan Military 
Academy in 1971, he obtained a col
lege-level degree in engineering in the 
military sciences. He graduated as a 
second lieutenant on 5 July 1975. 

Chavez joined the paratroop corps 
and began an ascent 

allied around his MVR won 34 per
cent of the seats in Congress. 

Chavez campaigned on a platform 
of political reform, constitutional 
change and a crackdown on cor
ruption. In December, he won the 
presidency. His election ended the 
two-party rule that had long been in 
place. Chavez's platform appealed to 
the poor, but the country's elite, who 
also had long been in power, were 
concerned. To them Chavez was a pal
urdo, an ambitious lower-class person. 

es chief of staff, Gen. Bernabe Carrero 
Cubero, stated that military leaders 
had asked the president to resign and 
call for new elections. The country's 
business leaders, its largest labor 
confederation, its top military men 
and its most influential media joined 
forces against Chavez. Whether the 
United States was also involved is not 
known. Certainly, Washington was 
pleased. At minimum it had advance 
word of the coup, probably from its 
military attache. Chavez later assailed 

U.S. intervention; the 
through the ranks of 
the army. In 1982 he 
joined other officers 
in forming the "Boli
varian Revolutionary 
Movement," named 
for Simon Bolivar, 
19th century faher of 
Venezuelan indepen
dence. The young offi
cers were nationalists 
and they were angry 
about the corruption 
that had long been a 
part of Venezuelan 
governance. 

In 1989 political 
calm was shattered 
when riots erupted, 

U.S. denied it. 
Chavez, however, 

was not beaten. There 
was an emotional out
pouring of demonstra
tions by supporters in 
city slums and towns 
across the country. 
The coup collapsed. 
Chavez, who was be
ing held, was released 
and returned to power 
on 14 April. Chavez 
was now firmly in con
trol and would remain 
so from then on. 

He withstood a 

With dictators virtually passe in 
Latin America, with wars just about 
outlawed, with democracies mostly 
dull, Venezuela's semi-dictator has 
provided the only real color in the 
politics 01 the continent since Fidel 
Castro began to lade. 

recall referendum in 
August 2004. A parlia

mentary election in late 2005, boycot
ted by some opponents, gave Chavez 
supporters control of the National 
Assembly, and on 3 December 2006 
he was easily re-elected to another 
six-year term. 

with more than 200 people killed. 
This was the so-called Caracazo, 
and it was caused by an economic 
austerity program launched by then
Presiden t Carlos Andres Perez. Sub
sequently, in February 1992, a group 
of army lieutenant colonels led by 
Hugo Chavez mounted an unsuccess
ful coup attempt, asserting that the 
events of 1989 showed that the politi
cal system no longer served the inter
ests of the people. Chavez was court 
martialed and sent to prison, where 
he remained until pardoned after 
two years. A second coup attempt by 
other officers followed in November 
in 1992. It also failed. 

In 1993, however, Congress im
peached Perez on corruption charges. 
There was deep popular dissatisfac
tion with the traditional political par
ties. 

When Chavez got out of prison in 
1994 he began campaigning with a 
political organization he had estab
lished, the Movimiento V Republica. 
Chavez visited Cuba and was given 
a hero's welcome by Castro. Chavez 
was now running for president, and 
in 1998 the Movimiento al Social
ismo party announced its support for 
Chavez's bid. A group of leftist parties 

He, in turn, called them "oligarchs" 
and "capitalists." 

A Constituent Assembly, controlled 
by Chavez, wrote a new constitution, 
which was adopted in a national ref
erendum. Chavez ran for president 
again and was reelected. 

In 2002 Chavez confronted the most 
serious threat to his rule. In February 
he had fired a retired general from 
the presidency of the state-owned oil 
company, Petroleos de Venezuela, and 
replaced him with a former commu
nist militant. To protest this, officials 
and employees of the firm launched 
a production slowdown. On 11 April 
some 200,0000 people marched in 
Caracas to demand Chavez's resigna
tion. The march was peaceful at first 
but then a group of Chavez followers 
fired on the protesters. Fifteen people 
were killed. Chavez opponents called 
it a "massacre." 

The military decided to act. That 
same day the head of Venezuela's Na
tional Guard (army), Gen. Alberto 
Camacho Kairuz, announced that 
the military had taken control of the 
country from Chavez. In a televised 
address Camacho charged that the 
Chavez administration had "aban
doned its functions." The armed fore-

On one of his many visits to Ha
vana, Chavez said that the two coun
tries were sailing towards "the same 
sea of happiness." As the two fun
loving leaders merrily sail together, 
in what ways are Hugo Chavez and 
Fidel Castro alike and in what ways 
do they differ? 

Fidel Castro came from university 
activism and a civil war. Chavez came 
from barracks and a political path. 

Castro seized foreign and Cuban 
companies ("Little Seizure"), without 
compensation. 

Chavez is throwing out foreign 
companies partnered with Venezuelan 
firms. Whether there will be compen-
sation is uncertain. 

Would You Like Some Oil, 
Little Latin Leaders? 

Castro used his army and surrogate 
guerrillas in an effort to spread fidel
ismo throughout Latin America and 
much of Africa. Chavez is keeping the 
Venezuelan army home; he is using 
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dollars from Venezuelan oil to spread 
his influence. Castro sent expeditions; 
Chavez sends expenditures. 

Cuba is wealthy in sugar, but Cas
tro could use few profits to further his 
ambitions. He had to barter much of 

ity is as effective when talking with 
an individual as when addressing one 
million people in a plaza. As Time's 
correspondent, I would listen at night 
to Castro's speeches and watch his TV 
appearances. I would reach the point 

as an air, naval and land base for the 
U.S.S.R. Furthermore, Castro's drive 
to extend fide!ismo throughout Latin 
America was a major destabilizing 
factor in a region of top importance to 
the U.S. And, of course, the attempt 

his sugar for essential Sovi
et petroleum. Chavez has no 
such demands on the wealth 
of Venezuelan oil. 

Castro has tolerated no 
opposition in Cuba. I heard 
him once say, "You are with 
the Revolution or you are 
against it." In Venezuela a 
significant opposition func
tions. Chavez has defeated 
his opponents , not crushed 
them. (There have been, 
however, ominous pres
sures on human rights and 
representative democracy.) 

on one 01 his many visits to 
Havana, Chavez said that 
the two countries were 
sailing towards "the same 
sea ol happiness." 

to install Soviet missiles in 
Cuba almost led to a world 
conflict. 

Chavez seems more bent 
on extending his personal 
influence than in spreading 
any ideology. He is using a 
form of populism - he calls 
it "Socialism for the 21st 
Century" - as a platform for 
his ambitions. But the ide
ology seems to be a facade 
more than a driving fac tor. 

Will there be a serious cri-

Castro is not religious. Chavez is , 
judging by the frequency of his cross
ing himself in public. 

Both men like baseball, and on at 
least one Chavez visit to Havana they 
went through the motions of playing 
against each other. 

Castro's charisma and gift of gab 
have been a major factor in maintain
ing his power. His magnetic personal-

SOG 

We Few 
By 

Nick Brokhausen 

I told myself: Tonight I'll listen for 
no more than an hour or two. I never 
could turn Castro off. Chavez has per
sonality but only a bit of the charisma 
that characterizes Castro. 

An astute observer of the Latin 
American scene, former Mexican For
eign Minister Jorge Castaneda, has 
said: "Thanks to unlimited oil reve
nues (for now) and an endless stream 
of Cuban doctors [over 10,000], 
educators and security personnel -
and soon, bountiful supplies of Rus
sian arms made in Venezuela - the 
new Caribbean caudillo is on a roll. 
Chavez has skillfully exploited the 
disappointment of the region's poor 
with the economic reforms of the past 
two decades; he is (for now) deliver
ing the goods: bare-bones health care, 
literacy campaigns, price controls on 
food staples. Chavez is extending his 
reach [to other countries] ... through 
generous handouts .... " 

Chavez is spreading his wealth to 
various receptive countries in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. For big 
Argentina he provided cash to help 
a troubled state-run dairy company 
and took on $3 billion of Argentina's 
foreign debt. For small Nicaragua he 
cancelled a $32 million debt and is 
funding preparatory work for an oil 
refinery. His U.S. subsidiary, Citgo, 
is even providing fuel aid to needy 
families in the U.S. Northeast. And 
Venezuelan oil is fueling the Cuban 
economy (53,000 barrels daily) . 

"Socialism for the 2181 Century" 
Is Chavez a security threat to the 

United States? Castro, because of 
his virtual alliance with the Soviet 
Union, was a menace. Cuba served 

sis between Venezuela and 
the United States, something beyond 
name-calling? Such a crisis would be 
in neither nation's interest. Venezuela 
is the fifth largest petroleum supplier 
to the U.S. - some 1,000,000 barrels 
daily. Might Chavez, in a fit of anger, 
cut off this flow? The Venezuelan 
army is quite happy to sit back and let 
Chavez extend Venezuelan "glory" to 
other countries. But cut off the supply 
to the U.S. and risk war? No way. 

Chavez himself said (in March): 
"We do not deny the great market that 
the United States is and that we have 
maintained and are determined and 
interested in maintaining." Not only 
does Venezuela expor t to the United 
States, it also has a considerable in
vestment in refineries in the States 
and what Chavez called "our great 
company, Citgo." 

Castro wanted to be the lider de las 
Americas. He never succeeded. Hugo 
Chavez may not become the leader, 
but he certainly is fast becoming one 
of the leaders. 

Even so, the day may come when 
the military grow weary of so much of 
Venezuela's wealth being sent abroad 
while hundreds of thousands of Ven
ezuelans live in poverty. 

The slums of Caracas are still very 
much there. ~ 

As a journalist, Jay Mallin Sr. has 
covered Cuba for more than 60 y ears. 
He was a correspondent for Time and 
other publications and was one of the 
original contributors to SOF. Mallin co
directed a study of the Cuban military 
for the Pentagon. He has written more 
than a dozen books, including Fortress 
Cuba, Covering Castro and History of 
the Cuban Military. 
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The AR-50™ 
.50 Caliber Rifle 

The AR-sorn is intended to provide an economical, 
accurate rifle for shooters interested in the challenges 
of long range shooting. It features outs tan ding accuracy 
based on the V-block mounting of the stock. It is 
equipped with a modified Ml6 type vertical pistol grip 
and removable buttstock for ease of transport. Each 
rifle comes with owners manual and Limited Lifetime 
Warranty. 

AR-50™ Rifle Item No. SOB $2 ,745 
AR-50™ Left-handed modelltem No. 50BLB $2,745 

ARMALITE'S"" LEC 15A4CB 

The same model carried by the Illinois State 
Police is now commercially available! 

ArmaLite has introduced the "Commercial ISP" model, which 
features a flattop receiver with detachable carry handle, fixed 
A2 front site, 6" carbine length handguards, and M203 step 
down on barrel. 

Item: LEC I 5A4CB MSRP: $1040 with detachable carry handle 
Item: LEC15A4CBK MSRP: $989 without detachable carry handle 

Al o Available with 8" Mid-Length Handguard and Heavy Barrel. 
Item: 15A4CBA2 - MSRP $1040 with detachable cany handle. 
Item: I SA4CBA2K - MSRP $989 with out detachable carry handle 

ARMALITE' s® AR· 1 O™ SuPERSASS 

The Super SASS is an upgraded version of ArmaLites 
AR-lO(T) . Features on the Super SASS package 
include a mock AAC Suppressor, Harris Bipod, 
ArmaLite Floating Rai l System with covers, Leupold 
3.5x 10 tactical scope, adjustable gas system, 
adjustable stock, 20 round magazine, and 
transportation case. Note : Flip up sights no longer 
available 

SuperSASS™ Rifle or Carbine: Retail $2,828 

Ask your ArmaLite Sales Representative about the additional 
accessories available for the Am1aLite SuperSass Rifle or 
Carbine. 

ARMALITE'S'"' AR-24™ 

A NEW CHAPTER IN THE 

HISTORY OF INNOVATION 

The latest addition to the 
ArmaLite line of product is 
the AR-24 9mm pistols. 
Available with fixed or 
adjustable rear sights, in full 
and compact models to meet 
the needs of every shooter. 

The ArmaLite AR-24's are 
CNC machined resulting in 
the hight quality slide to 
frame fit and are designed to 
fit the hand for natural point 
of aim. 

Contact your ArmaLite Sales 
Representative for more 
information on the new 
AR-24 Line of pistols. 

MSRP Starting at $549.99 



A Sino Reconquista In the Offing? 
By .Jack VVheeler 

Graphics Courtesy of the Author 

Back in the 19'11 century, a large part This history puts into perspective a 
of Russian Siberia used to belong to recent news story by Russia's only in
China, which called the region its Mari- dependent television station, Ren TV, 
time Provinces. The day is coming when reporting from Vladivostok: 
Siberia will be Chinese once again. The emerging demographic situa-

lt was thanks to a soGiepathic luna- tion developing here between Russia 
tic named Hong Xiuquang (1814-1864) and China is simply catastrophic. The 
that China lost the region to Russia in crisis is due to the creeping expansion 
the first place. of thousands of Chinese migrants. 

In 1843, Hong read a Bible tract by a Chinese workers entering Siberia are 
Chinese Christian missionary, and de- replacing Russians who are not pre
cided that he was the younger brother pared to toil 12 hours a day for a pit
of Jesus Christ, and as the New Mes- tance. 
siah, God instructed him to rid China Chinese students are taught that Si-
of its Ching Dynasty rulers. l>eria is their land, stolen from China 

His movement, Taiping Tianguo in the l 9'h century. It is suspected by 
(Heavenly Kingdom of Peace), gained many Russians here that China is sub
millions of followers and precipitated sidizing the migration of its citizens. 
the deadliest civil war in human histo- Demographers predict that by 2025 
ry. Between 1851 and 1864, the Taiping Chinese will he the Russian Far East's 
Rebellion cost China 50 million lives. predominant ethnic group. Then, it is 

It was finally defeated by an Eng- feared, they will gain tihe right to vote 
lish officer leading the Ching Imperial and demand union with China. 
Army. His victory forever earned him Eastern Siberia, or the Russian Far 
the sobriquet Charles "Chinese" Gor- East (the right half of "Siberia 1900" 
don. Hong poisoned himself. map shown here) is 6.2 million square 

During the Taiping chaos, China kilometers (2.4 million square miles), 
was unable to defend her borders and almost 65% the size of the entire Unit
Russia's Czar Alexander II (1818-1885) ed States including Alaska (9.6msk, 
saw his chance to achieve his country's 3.6msm). The total population is 6.7 
dream of warm-water ports on the Pa- million, or a little over one person per 
cific Ocean. He assigned the task to his square kilometer. 
Governor of Eastern Siberia, Nikolay 
Muravyov (1809-1881), and Russian 
General Gennady Nevelskoy (1813-
1876), who proceeded to move some 
20,000 Baikal and Amur Cossacks east 
of the Amur-Ussuri Rivers and onto 
Sakhalin Island. 

By 1858, Russian control of the re
gion was a f ait accompli. On May 28'h 
at the Siberian town of Aigun, the rep
resentative of the Chinese Emperor 
was forced to sign the Treaty of Aigun, 
which ceded these Chinese Maritime 
Provinces to Russia. For this, Muravyov 
was granted the title Count Amursky 
("of the Aml!lr") by the Czar. 

• R•Jln 

J 

(above) In 1845, before China's disastrous civil 
war, South Eastern Siberia belonged to China. 
{below) Seizing the opportunity to expand ter
ritory at the expense of a weakened neighbor, 
in 1858 Russian forces occupied South Eastern 
Siberia, claiming it for the Czar. 

In northern China or Manchuria (not 
China as a whole, but right across the 
border from Russian Siberia) it's 130 
people per square kilometer. 

And what is more "catastrophic" 
than these demographics are those of 
Russia's as a whole: Russia's population 
is falling off a cliff. In 1991, at the col
lapse of the Soviet Union, there were 
165 million Russians. Now there are 
140 million, a smaller population than 
Pakistan's. By 2025, it will be below 120 
million. 

The life expectancy of the average 
Russfan man is now 57, due to epi
demic alcoholism (millions of Russian 
men drink a gallon of vodka a week), 
AIDS, and a fourth-world health/medi
cal system. Millions of Russian women 
are sterile because they've had so many 
abortions (the preferred Russian meth
od of birth control). 

In the Russian Far East, Russian 
women who still can have babies are 
marrying Chinese immigrant men 
- because they make so much better 
husbands. They are not drunk all the 
time, they're not beat-you-up abusive, 
they work hard, and they turn their 
paycheck over to their wives. This is a 

{left) The confluence of these three bordering 
states illustrates how China lost this access to 
the Sea of Japan. They want it back. Other border 
disputes between Russia (then the USSR) and 
China, over territory far less strategic, have al- ' 
ready erupted into gunfire . 
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Russian women's marital paradise. 
Russia's military is as bad off as 

its health care system. Its draftee 
troops are mercilessly mistreated 
and have no morale. Its equipment 
old and rusted, its technology obso
lete, it couldn't take on Poland much 
less China. Its nukes are useless as 
the Chinese have lots as well and 
would be the last men standing in an 
exchange. 

The geopolitical bottom line is 
that there is no way Russia is going 
to be able to hold on to Siberia for 
much longer. Within 20 years or less, 
it's going to be Chinese Siberia. 

Jack Wheeler, known as the "In
diana Jones" of the right for all his 
daring adventures, is Editor of To The 
Point, a subscrip
tion-based geopo
litical intelligence 
website at www. 
tothepointnews. 
com. For further 
information on Dr. 
Wheeler's news
letter--which RKB 
heartily endorses

2nd Lt. Brandon 
Wheeler, USMC and 

Jack Wheeler. 

-email: info@tothepointnews.com 
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taking back the 
Dutch West Indies. 
Was this empty 
saber rattling just 
because he now has 
a lot of sabers, ob
servers wondered, 

The Dutch have a small, but well-trained 
military force, equipped to NATO standards, 
including Apache gunships. (inset) The 
Dutch F16As have all received a mid-life 
upgrade, putting them roughly equivalent 
to a Block 50 F16C. They have 105 on line. 
Photos: Courtesy Royal Netherlands Air Force 

As Fidel Castro dodders toward oblivion, head of a dysfunc
tional state with no current sponsor outside the hemisphere, 
Venezuelan dictator Hugo Chavez seems poised to become the 
Latin-American strong-man that Yankees love to hate. Very well 
funded through oil revenues that not even imposed socialism can 
interrupt, Chavez has embarked on a massive military buildup 
that gives observers pause because it is beyond the usual stock
pile of offensive toys that such up-and-coming dictators like to 
assemble as their Barney Fife badge of office. Multiple purchases 
of such items as submarines with no crews to run - or even main
tain -- them, strike some observers as comically over-funded but 
harmless. Others worry that when a loose cannon buys a lot of 
hammers, everything in the area may start to look like a walnut. 

These concerns were not allayed by Chavez' remarks about 

or is he actually daft enough to try it? The whole idea may have 
blown over after his oil ministers explained he might have to get 
an honest job if he starts a war that would interrupt the flow of oil 
revenue, or perhaps his defense ministers explained it might not 
be a good idea to give Quick-Draw Bush a rationale for "coming 
to the aid of an ally." At any rate, it poses an interesting scenario 
and we asked military analyst Harold Hutchinson to have a look. 

If Venezuelan 
dictator Hugo Chavez made a grab for 
the Dutch West Indies (specifically the 
islands of Aruba, Curacao, and Bonaire), 
could the Dutch really do anything about 
it? The Dutch military is no slouch, hav
ing performed peacekeeping missions in 
the Balkans, and has served alongside the 
U.S. military in Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
However, these have been relatively small 
contingents of land forces as opposed to 
a major naval-air campaign, which re
claiming those islands would entail (see 
the British effort to reclaim the Falklands 

in 1982). 
The Venezuelen claim to these is

lands is not very historical. Instead, 
Chavez claims that the Dutch might let 
the United States use them to invade 
Venezuela. Or in other words, because 
they might be used as a jump-off point 
for the invasion of Venezuela, Venezu
ela has the right to invade them first 
- rather like Nazi Germany "needed" 
Poland to protect itself against Russia. 

The Royal Netherlands Navy is 
small, but has very good ships and 
sailors. This force carries a lengthy 
tradition going back centuries (when 

this navy beat back the English in the 
Anglo-Dutch war). Their new De Zeven 
Provincien-class destroyers are good 
ships armed with SM-2MR and Evolved 
Sea Sparrow surface-to-air missiles and 
Harpoon anti-ship missiles. The Karel 
Doorman-class frigates are also good 
vessels as well, armed with Sea Spar
rows and Harpoons. There is also a 
landing platform dock vessel, the Rot
terdam, with a second vessel, the Johan 
Van Witt, entering service this year. 

The Royal Netherlands Air Force 
is also potent, but primarily designed 

Continued on page 50 
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SHADOW STRIKE • Continued from page 28 

and bombers in Oman, and on the is
land of Diego Garcia. A carrier strike 
group is already on patrol off the 

ment of Defense is certainly capable 
of conducting a single, crippling raid 
against the Bushehr reactors, the cor
nerstone of Iran's nuclear program. 
The application of minimum force in 

coast of Iran, armed 
with F-18 figh ters and 
Tomahawk missiles. 
Careful cooperation 
between these forces 
could result in a 
highly successful se
cret operation, possi
bly without revealing 
American intentions 
or involvement, the 
military equivalent of 
an unsolved, drive-by 
shooting, in civilian 
terms. 

r1'l~llSI1\N 
a high-precision, sur
gical strike can often 
accomplish desired 
objectives with suffi
cient deniability that 
the enemy is unsure 
of how to respond, 
and open hostilities 
are averted. Stealth, 
speed, and surprise 
are the critical ingre
dients for success. 
We have the capabil
ity, but do we have 
the will to use it? 

mrn®~~ 

At the same time, 
we must recognize 
that Israel will feel 

lfAllllEN GUAY While the Iron Is Hot? 

compelled to respond vigorously to 
the Iranian threat, and will certainly 
consider a wide range of air strike 
options, including covert scenarios 
based in part on their enormously 
successful Osirak raid. It remains to 
be seen who will strike first, the Unit
ed States or Israel. 

If handled properly, the Depart-

The window of 
opportunity may not be very large. 
Iran has ordered, and has begun re
ceiving, a vast array of new Russian 
SA-10 and SA-15 missiles, advanced 
radar, T-90 tanks, and fighter aircraft. 
Target area defenses are growing, and 
stealth may be the only viable option 
for a limited-scale raid on a single 
facility. But Israel will certainly feel 

Fires single or double action. Full size, all metal, fully 
operational semi-auto. Sounds, recoils, flames, ejects 

greater imminent danger from Iran's 
nuclear threat, already within missile 
range of the Shahab-3B. In that case, 
the most significant question may not 
be whether America acts, but whether 
it acts in time to prevent a nuclear war 
in the volatile Middle East. ~ 

Warren Gray 
is a farmer career 
intelligence officer 
with experience in 
special operations 
and counterter
rorism. He served 
in the Middle East, 
earned parachut
ist wings, eight more military quali
fication badges, and twenty military 
medals. He holds four college degrees, 
including a Master of Aeronautical Sci
ence degree, and was a distinguished 
graduate of the Air Force Targeting 
School. His latest booh, Persian Ghost, 
is an incredibly detailed and realistic 
novel about a covert special operation 
conducted against Iran's nuclear reac
tors at Busheh1: It's currently available 
from PublishAmerica at www.pub
lishamerica.com. Warren Gray's web 
site may be viewed at www.freewebs. 
com/warrengray. 

& smokes just like the original. Load the clip, pull the 111..11o,;,,A.;;.A..1i.;;.&...&..a.;.,ii...i...i..-;---
The Patton is lightweight, lean and 

slide back and fire away. Available only from Maxsell. comfortable. While providing vital front 
See our guns in action in the movie Shaft. and back protection, the Patton can be 

$99 
Add 59 insured S/H 

MAXSELL CORPORATION 

6601 Lyons Road D-1 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS concealed easier than any other vest. 
~---~~-----_,.Curved edges alleviate chaffing and 
Caliber 9mm P.A. assure you comfort overtime wear. A 5" x 
Trigger Semi Auto 8" Trauma Plate is included as standard 
Magazine 8 Rounds equipment. The Patton vest is available 
'------''-------~•in Level llA, Level II and Level lllA. 

••11 We DeliverWhat Others Promise ALL THREAT LEVELS 
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New, Free DVD puts you front row and center stage at a live 
2 112-day Target-Focusrn Training workshop ... 

''How To Survive 
The Most Critical 5 Seconds 

Of Your Life'' 
"For me, a veteran of the martial arts and a medical professional Target-Focus 

Training ·was just as spectacu/aJ'. I heard explanations that would befit a trauma 
specialist and learned principles that most martial arts masters save for their advanced 
black belts. Wi,thout cloaking techniques in mysticism, without diluting the realities of 
combat in a sporting format and without sacr~ficing scifety for realism, Larkin and his 
men delivered an uncompromising course on the intelligent and responsible use of 

violence." Mark Cheng, L.Ac. 
Columnist & Contributing Editor, Black Belt Magazine 

I 
magine yourself face to face with: 
• 3 hoodlums circling your car, 
• A 6-inch blade of steel pressed against 

your throat, 
• A gun barrel to your head, or 
• 2 guys who 've just broken into your 

borne ... 
If you can't handle any 

rare inside look at a live Target-Focus 
Training workshop and see exactly how the 
the # I self-defense system in the wodd gives 
you the tools to handle this type of violence ... 
regardless of your s ize, speed, strength , 
athletic abi lity or conditioning. 

What makes TFT different from all other 
"me too" programs is the fact it's ... 

lets you prove to vourself why everything 
you've just read is true. 

And the best pa.it ... it's FREE! You risk 
nothing except a small sh ipping & handling 
fee. 

Look, I'm not asking you to believe 
anything at this time. All I'm asking you to do 

right now is withhold 

of these situations ... 
- Without freezing, 
- Without needing to 

"Violence Is Rarely The Answer. 
judgment until you get 
your hands on this new 
v ideo. 

"get ready," 
-Without mental ly 

sorting through your prior 

But When It Is ... It's The Only Answer." One last thing: 
since th is is only a test 
to see ifthe DVD really 
helps explain the TFT training toolbox to pick 

Tim Larkin, creator, Target-Focus Training 
the one thing you must do 
in each specific situation, 

... and do it all within 5 seconds, then .. . 

You Could Easily Wind Up 
As ... Toast! 

That's because 5 seconds is about all you 've 
got. It's how long a ' real ' fight lasts. lf you 
haven 't taken out some thug by then, the odds 
go dramatically against you. 

Right now, I' m betting you've got a pretty 
good gut fee l as to whether yo ur c urrent 
training would instantly kick in and bail you 
out of a v iolent confronation .. . or leave you 
hesitating and unsure. Understai1d ... there's no 
margin for error. 

If you 're confident... turn the page. If not, 
you now have a unique opportw1ity to gain a 

The Only System 
Ever Modeled 

On Asocial Criminal Behavior ... 
.. . the kind of violence you MUST know how 
to handle if you're ever face-to-face with it! 

With TFT, there aren't l OO 's of different 
memorized techniques. Face it, you're smart 
enough to know that since violence is random 
you can't begin to practice for everything that 
'might' possib ly happen to you. lnstead, this 
system is based on a handful of easily mastered 
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES that you 
instantly apply to .i1ID' type of violent assmilt. 

If all this seems surprisingly simple ... it is. 
That's the secret to why TFT has worked for 
everyone from an 80-year-old grandmother to 

a Spec Op operative. And it's why it can 
work for you too ... regardless of your 
background or ability. 

Target-Focus Training Master Instructors demonstrate to a live 
training class simple yet devastatingly effective movements which 
you can learn and immediately use -- regardless of your size, 
speed, strength or athletic ability. FREE DVD 

Reveals Kick-Ass 
Fighting Secrets 

Look, I know this is bai·d to believe. 
And it doesn ' t help that it's even more 
difficult to expla in here in words. The 
best thing ... is to SEE it for vourseU'. 

Until now, that meant attendi ng a 
TFT live training seminar or ordering 
a fu ll v ideo series. But now a new DVD 

system, we've 
dup licated just a limited number of copies. By 
the time you read this, some of those are gone. 
To get your copy go to 
www.sofreedvd.com or ca ll 
888-234-2192. Or just fi ll out the coupon 
below and mai l it today. If we're out of the 
FREE DVDs, we' ll notify you by mail. Don' t 
wait around. Grab your copy now. 

CJ-Ye;, ;le:s; s;n; n~y -F~~ ;,11;e;-:Oc~1s• 
Training seminar DVD and Report, "How To 
Survive The Most Critical 5 Second~ Of 
Your Life." I pay only a small $4.97 
shipping and handling fee. 

Name : ____________ _ 

Address: ___________ _ 
City: _____________ _ 

State: ______ Zip: _____ _ 

Couun-y: ______ _____ _ 

Phone: ________ ____ _ 

Ema.ii: _____________ _ 

0 Check or Money Order (drawn on US bank) 

0 VISA 0 Mastercard 0 AMEX 0 Disc 
Card No: ___________ _ 

Expiration Date: _________ _ 

Signatu re: ___________ _ 

Mail to: TFT Group, 325 E Washington St, 
#207, Sequim, WA 983 82 USA 1 

FREE: "Secrets For Staying Alive When Rules 1 

Don't Apply" at: www.targetfocustraining.com : 
- - - - • • • • • • ~-~Hllfl~y ':'~~·.!tC~· ,.!'. 



for a war in Europe. It consists of 
108 F-16A Fighting Falcons with 
a mid-life upgrade, making them 
very capable against aerial op
ponents. This is the bulk of their 
combat power. They have 30 AH-
64D longbow Apaches being de
livered, and only three KDC-lOF 
aerial refueling aircraft (compa
rable to the KC-10) for their entire 
force. This is a force that has a lot 
of teeth, but very little tail. 

Defense From A Distance Is Harder 
In the event that Venezuela should 

seize Aruba, Curacao, and/or Bonaire, 
Chavez will have a lot of places for the 
Venezuelan Air Force to fly from, that 
are within easy flying distance to the 
conflict zone (or even on the islands 
themselves) . The nearest Dutch terri
tory is St. Marteen, which is anywhere 

from 844 (to Bonaire) to 965 (to Aruba) 
kilometers from the combat zone. The 
F-16's range is 2642 kHometers, but 
that figure is misleading. Combat eats 
up fuel very rapidly (often due to the 
use of afterburners) , and as a result, 
the potential combat zone, even with 
aerial refueling, is at the edge of the F-

16's combat radius (usually a third of 
the aircraft's range - in this case, 880 
kilometers). Drop tanks could extend 
the range, but that means giving up 
some payload. This is a situation much 
like what the Luftwaffe faced in 1940 
in the Battle of Britain, only this time, 
it would be an inability to provide sus
tained air cover for naval vessels as op
posed to the inability to properly escort 
strike aircraft. As Admiral Sir Thomas 

{left to right) Considering their formidable 
arsenal of Stinger AA missiles, attacking 
Dutch territory by air could prove very 
costly. Photo: Royal Netherlands Air Force 
• With the ability to launch Tomahawk mis
siles from sea at high-value targets, the 
Dutch Navy can extend its reach- and reac
tion time - dramatically. Photo: U.S. Navy • 
Once one of the World's leading maritime 

nations, the Dutch still 
sail a world-class force. 
Included in the current ar
mada are the new Walrus
class subs that have four 
21-inch torpedo tubes. 
They carry 20 weapons on 
board, Mk 48 torpedoes 
or Harpoon anti-ship mis
siles. Photo: Royal Nether
lands Navy 

Phillips, commander of Force Z (HMS 
Prince of Wales and Repulse), found out 
in 1941, a naval force sailing under 
hostile skies has an exciting and short 
life. To talk with Sir Tom Phillips , one 
will need a real-life version of Melinda 
Gordon. 

The present Dutch deployment (a 
battalion of troops and a flight of F-16s 
over three islands) is small, and a bluff. 
If Venezuela calls the bluff, the Dutch 
are in trouble. Even if the Dutch forces 
were reinforced to include a battalion 
on each island, and a full squadron of 
F-16s, they are outnumbered by a po
tential invasion force (Venezuela has 
four battalions in their marine corps, 
plus an airborne regiment and a para
troop regiment). The local Dutch F-16s 
would be outnumbered by the Venezu
elan Air Force, which has 15 Mirage 5s, 
18 F-16As, and 18 F-5As, with 24 Su-
30s on order. Reports of a Venezuelan 
purchase of MiG-29s appear to have 
fallen through. The Venezuelan Navy, 
with six Lupo-class frigates and two 
Type 209 submarines (plus nine Kilo
class submarines on order) , could also 
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Level Ill Assault Pack 
OD Green, 18x10x10" 
PACK-125 ... $39.97 
(Buyer's Club $35.97) 

Description Item# Price MOLLE-134 ... $49.97 (Buyer's Club $44.97) 
AR-15 .223 
Aluminum, 20 Rds. MAG-064 $15.97 
Steel 20 Rds. MAG-062 12.97 
Aluminum, 30 Rds. MAG-072 11 .97 
Steel 30 Rds. MAG-070 11.97 
Orl ite 30 Rds. MAG-105 9.97 
Steel. 40 Rds. MAG-080 12.97 
Orum 90 Rds. MAG-055 129.97 

Mini-14 .223 
Blue, 5 Rds. MAG-388 $9.97 
Nickel Plated, 10 Rds. MAG-384 17.97 
Eagle, Smoke, 30 Rds. MAG-385 11 .97 
Blue steel, 20 Rds. MAG-387 9.97 
Blue steel, 30 Rds. MAG-392 11.97 
Blue steel, 40 Rds. MAG-395 14.97 
Orum , 90 Rds. MAG-380 129.97 

Ruger 10/22 
Ruger. 10 Rds .. MAG-419 $17.97 
Butler Creek, 25 Rds. MAG-412 19.97 
Eagle. 30 Rds., smoke MAG-416 11 .97 
RamLine, 50 Rds., smoke MAG-417 29.97 

SKS 7.62x39 
Blue steel, 5 Rds. MAG-610 17.97 
Blue stee l, 10 Rds. MAG-615 14.97 
Blue steel. 20 Rds. MAG-630 16.97 
Blue steel, 30 Rds. MAG-631 18.97 
Blue steel, 40 Rds. MAG-632 24.97 

Chip McCormick 1911 
Officer. Stainless, 7 Rds. MAG-275 $15.97 
Standard, Stainless, 8 Rds. MAG-277 15.97 
Standard, Blue, 8 Rds. MAG-282 11.97 

Colt 1911 .45 Auto 
Blue, 7 Rds. MAG-270 $7.97 
Stainless steel. 7 Rds. MAG-269 7.97 
Blue, 15 Rds. MAG-280 12.97 
Stainless Steel, 10 Rds. MAG-264 19.97 

Glock Factory 
.45, Model 21, 13 Rds. MAG-250 $21 .97 
.40, Model 23, 13 Rds. MAG-245 22.97 
9mm, Model 19, 15 Rds. MAG-248 21.97 
10mm, Model 20, 15 Rds. MAG-249 21.97 
.40 S&W, Model 22, 15 Rds. MAG-241 22.97 
9mm, Model 17, 17 Rds. MAG-240 22.97 

Belly Band Holster 
Fits waist sizes from 40" to 48". 

ZAA-028 ... 514.97 (Buyer's Club $13.47) 

Leg Holster 
TRW-190 ... $15.05 

(Buyer's Club $13.54) 

Open Top Double 
AR-15 Mag Pouch 

MOLLE-158 .. . $9.97 
(Buyer's Club $8.97) 

Lake City .223 
The best .223 military 
ammo. M855 SS109 
Penetrator ammo, 62 
grain with steel rod core, 
very scarce, 20 round box. 
AMM-223 ... $9.49 
(Buyer's Club $9.01) 

Sniper 7.62mm 
NATO M118 
Lake City M118 .308 
original U.S. military sniper ammo marked "Long 
Range''. 173 Grain Sierra HPBT for use in the M14, 
M24, and M40A 1 weapons systems. Designed 
to shoot 10 inch groups at 1000 meters. 2003 
Manufacture date, very rare, 20 round box. 
AMM-701 ... $19.97 (Buyer 's CIUb $18.97) 



landing Platform Dock vessels such as the Rotterdam 
can provide floating demarcation points for 
the Royal Dutch Marines - a well-trained, 
motivated, and equipped force. The Rot
terdam can C(fry- alion of troops and 
six helicopters. ow) When Hr. Ms. 
Pelikaan (A8904) made a call in Cura
cao last November, she received a -
tumultuous welcome - it's always 
good to receive reassur
ance from home. Photos: 
Roy I Netherlands Navy . 

create problems for any Dutch effort to 
recapture the islands. 

Hit the Enemy In the Wallet? 
The Dutch submarine force of four 

Walrus-class diesel-electric subma
rines could, in theory, try to interdict 
Venezuelan oil exports, but they are 
subject to limitations. The primary 
limitation is their diesel-electric power
plant, which provides a top speed of 39 
kilometers per hour. These subs have a 
range of 18,520 kilometers, but that is 
at a speed of 16.7 kilometers per hour. 

IVl 21J:i Eil~IP THE FORWARD HANDGRIP 
FOR THE M203 
IS NOW AVAILABLE! 

MANUFACTURED BY: 

<BB.PM 
Tel: 305-470-2000 
Fax: 305-470-2008 
info@m203grip.com 
www.m203grip.com 

40mm operators now have all the advantages 
of the Forward HandGrip so popular on the 
Ml6 and M4 rifles. 

Instantly attaches to any M203 grenade launcher. 
No tools or modifications required. 

Fits the M203, M203PI and M203Al launchers 
with long or short barrels. 

Provides a rock-solid grip and detaches instantly. 
Optional flashlight accessory available. 

Lightweight and rugged, the M203grip is 
available with a handle that features a 
waterproof battery compartment that holds 
(2) AA or (3) Nor (2) type-123 3-volt batteries. 
This product is protected by one or more palenls, issued and/or pending, in the U.S. and worldwide. 

One of the biggest factors that could 
come into play if Venezuela were to at
tempt an invasion of the Dutch West 
Indies is the North Atlantic Treaty. 
Article V of the treaty states: "The 
Parties agree that an armed attack 
against one or more of them in Europe 
or North America shall be considered 
an attack against them all and con
sequently they agree that, if such an 
armed attack occurs, each of them, in 
exercise of the right of individual or 
collective self-defence recognised by 
Article 51 of the Charter of the United 
Nations, will assist the Party or Par
ties so attacked by taking forthwith, 
individually and in concert with the 
other Parties, such action as it deems 
necessary, including the use of armed 
force, to restore and maintain the se
curity of the North Atlantic area." 

In essence, this would indicate that 
an attack on one member (in this case, 
the Netherlands) would be treated 
as an attack on all NATO countries. 
However, there is a catch, specifically, 
in Article VI: 

"For the purpose of Article 5, an 
armed attack on one or more of the 
Parties is deemed to include an armed 
attack: 

• on the territory of any of the Par
ties in Europe or North America, on 
the Algerian Departments of France 
(2), on the territory of or on the Is
lands under the jurisdiction of any of 
the Parties in the North Atlantic area 
north of the Tropic of Cancer; 

• on the forces, vessels, or aircraft 
of any of the Parties, when in or over 
these territories or any other area in 
Europe in which occupation forces 
of any of the Parties were stationed 
on the date when the Treaty entered 
into force or the Mediterranean Sea or 
the North Atlantic area north of the 
Tropic of Cancer." 

"North of the Tropic of Cancer" 
is the operable phrase here. Aruba, 
Bonaire, and Curacao are all south of 
that line at 23 degrees, 26 minutes, 
and 22 seconds north latitude. This is 
the loophole that could make life dif
ficult for the Dutch. NATO might not 
be obligated to assist the Dutch. In 
1982, the Royal Navy was on its own 
to liberate the Falklands. They got 
some assistance in the form of AIM-
9L Sidewinders and intelligence from 
the United States, but the Royal Navy 
did the fighting on its own. '9<" 
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The Royal Netherlands Navy and the Royal Netherlands Air Force are 
potent forces with modem equipment. Here is a quick rundown on the ma. 
jor combat units: 

De Zeven Provincen-class frigates: This class of four 6,000-ton vessels 
is equipped with powerful surface-to-air missiles (the SM-2MR) and sur
face-to-surface missiles (the Harpoon). These vessels will be equipped with 
the NH90 anti-submarine helicopter when they enter service. Two will be 
equipped with BGM-109 Tomahawk cruise missiles. 

Karel Doorman-class frigates: The eight 2,800-ton frigates were commis
sioned from 1991-1995. Six will be sold off by the end of 2007, two to 
Belgium, two to Chile, and two to Portugal. Equipped with Sea Sparrow 
missiles and Harpoon anti-ship missiles, each carries one Lynx helicopter. 

Walrus-class submarine: A 2,450-ton submarine with four 21-inch tor
pedo n1bes. Carries a total of twenty weapons (Mk 48 torpedoes or Harpoon 
anti-ship missiles). Top speed: 20 knots submerged. 

Rotterdam-class LPD: Two 14,000-ton vessels, each with the ability to 
carry a battalion of troops and six helicopters. Two near-sister ships are in 
service with the Spanish Navy. 

F-16AM Falcon: These F-16As received a mid-life upgrade, putting them 
roughly equivalent to the Block 50 F-16C. The Royal Netherlands Air Force 
has 105 of these planes in their arsenal. "' 

In theory, the range is sufficient, since 
the distance from Rotterdam to Aruba 
is 7860 kilometers. However, that is in 
a straight line and does not account for 
land in between the two points, which 
a submarine would have to sail around. 

Nor would the range figures take into 
account the speed the submarine is trav
eling. As the sub's speed increases, so 
does the rate of fuel consumption, which 
results in a corresponding decrease in 
range - and the range decreases quickly 

if the submarine travels at flank speed. 
While a Walrus-class sub could hang off 
Venezuela's major oil export centers, it 
would soon have to leave its station to 
return to base and refuel. 

Any blockade of Venezuela's ports 
would be more about making Lloyd's of 
London skittish enough to pull cover
age from any ship entering or leaving 
the ports. Actual damage would be a 
lot less than imagined, due to the strain 
of operating diesel-electric submarines 
across the Atlantic, and the very lim
ited time on station, particularly after 
a speed run. Again, the major question 
could be whether St. Marteen would be 
a place where the Dutch could refuel 
and re-arm submarines. 

The Dutch problem can best be de
scribed with the words, "not enough." 
Not enough forces to successfully repel 
an invasion of Aruba, Curacao, and Bo
naire; not enough naval power to carry 
out operations to retake the islands; 
their fighters do not have enough range; 
and not enough logistical support to 
support an operation. They certainly 
lack the ability to retake the islands on 
their own should the "Greater Venezu
ela" rhetoric from the Venezuelan dicta
tor turn out to be for real, and cannot 
count on NATO assistance. ~ 
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PRIVATE EYE 
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SOF Tests Knight's XM110, Winner of the Army's Sniper Rifle Trials! 
T ext & Photo s b y Gary Paul ..Johnston 

By now it is well known that the 
U.S. Army established a need to stan
dardize a sniper rifle in 7.62x5lmm 
NATO caliber. This was necessary in 
order to field one such rifle for pre
cision sniping and to replace the lit
eral myriad of sniper rifles currently 
in the system. For the record , these 
sniper rifles include the venerable 
Ml 4 semi-automatic rifle 
and the M24 Remington 
bolt action rifle, the Mk 
11 and others, which have 
been purchased by indi
vidual SOCOM units . 

sniping use. Many of these rifles that 
weren't destroyed during the Clinton 
Era were given to "friendly" countries 
and there has also begun a move to 
"buy" some of them back. 

The Ml 4's popularity as a sniper 
rifle dates back to its development 
as a National Match competition rifle 
during the 1960's, its evolution into 

the M21 Sniper Rifle used in the Viet
nam War, and its evolution into the 
XM25 Sniper Rifle by the U.S. Army 
and Navy in the years that followed . 
Properly fitted , the Ml 4 is capable of 
extremely good accuracy and is highly 
reliable, but it has had less than op ti
mum results from being used with a 
sound suppressor. Still, the Ml 4 has 

made the transition into a 
21st Century Sniper Rifle 
as the DMR (Designated 
Marksman Rifle) by the 
United States Marine 
Corps and its more recen t 
transformation by the U.S . 
Special Operations Com
mand (USSOCOM). 

Being a highly modi
fied Model 700 Reming
ton bolt-action repeating 
rifle, the M24 is capable of 
great precision accuracy. 
However, lessons were re-

In the wake of 9/11 
and America's entry · into 
the Global War On Ter
rorism (G-WOT) , most of 
the remaining 40,000 Ml 4 
rifles in the U.S. military's 
inventory (mostly the U.S. 
Navy) have been taken 
ou t of storage in order to 
be re-built as precision 
semi-automatic rifles for 

A new feature found on the XM110 is KAC's ambidextrous magazine release, learned in Somalia and in 
seen here on a prototype receiver in the white. Continued on page 62 
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Shotgun Model: 
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target-rich environments encountered 
in the G-WOT that a self-loading rifle 
can be fired in succession 4 to 5 times 
faster than a bolt action rifle. Thus, 
the Army was determined to stan
dardize a semi-automatic sniper rifle. 

The third rifle mentioned is the 
Mk 11 , a refined version of the SR-
25 (Stoner Rifle-25) rifle, which is 
made by Knight's Armament Com
pany, of Titusville, Florida. Like the 
others, the Mk 11 is chambered for 
the 7.6x5lmm NATO cartridge, but 
it contains modifications dictated 
by the U.S. Navy SEALS, which is a 
member of the SOCOM. However, 
using the Mk 11 identified issues 
that the Army found desirable in an 
ARIO-style sniper rifle. 

In an effort to obtain an optimum 
7.62mm NATO Sniper Rifle, the 
Army issued a solicitation for a rifle 
to meet the specification of what it 
called the Semi-Automatic Sniper 
System (SASS). Note that, as opposed 
to the Mk 11 Sniper Rifle and others, 
the rifle meeting SASS requirements 
would not be produced in selective 
fire . Previously, some self-loading 
sniper rifles were looked upon as 
support weapons for the main sniper 
rifle , which was often a bolt-action re
peater. While these self-loading sup
port sniper rifles could be used along
side the repeating rifle, they were not 
considered as being on a par with the 
primary sniping rifle, but could be 
used in a selective fire role in case of 
an attack. 

With the obvious merits of current 
self-loading sniper rifles, these weap
ons came to be seen as the potential 
equal to the bolt-action repeater in ac
curacy, not to mention their superior
ity in a target rich environment such 
as has been common in the G-WOT. 
Filling this requirement was the un
derlying factor of the SASS Program. 
The rifle itself was designated the 
XMUO. 

Without re-printing the myriad 
requirements of the SASS Program, 
the two main points of the rifle was 
that it was to be chambered for the 
7.62x5lmm NATO (.308 Winchester) 
cartridge, and that it be capable of 
semi-automatic ONLY fire . The cur
rent trend is for the sniper to trans
port his precision rifle slung while us
ing an M4 or similar 5.56mm rifle for 
dose-range defense in route, and to 
defend his position once deployed. 

In addition to the above require
ments, SASS candidate rifles were to 
be Ml913 ("Picatinny") friendly in 
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snug wrist & ankle cuffs 
to maximize protection 



As seen from the left side, the XM110 has its KAC Suppressor removed ready for transport. 

terms of mounting a wide range of 
optics and other accessories, and be 
able to mount a sound suppressor and 
a bipod. Also specified were a "Match 
Grade" trigger, a 20-round magazine, 
an adjustable butt stock, and a high 
degree of accuracy. 

A number of manufacturers an
swered the SASS solicitation with a 
variety of rifles based on either the 
AR-10 design or that of the FN-FAL 
While all of these rifles, no doubt, 
performed well, where all categories 

Tactical Supply, •NC. 

GRl·P POD 
VERTICAL FORE-GRIP 
WITH INSTANT BIPOD! 

CLOSED 

NSN: 1005·01 ·541 ·1772 
On GSA Contract GS-07F-0259N 

www. ustacticalsupply. com 
541-928-8645 

U.S. Tactical Supply, Inc. 
2786 Three Lakes Rd 
Albany, Oregon 97322 

were considered, one would float to 
the top, and that was the submission 
from Knight's Armament Company 
(K.AC) . Each company submitted five 
rifles and each was subjected to a vari
ety of testing criteria. All five samples 
were later returned to each company 
with a full performance report and 
only the company that submitted the 
rifles would see the report on how its 
rifles performed. 

Report Card With a Gold Star 
While I was not able to examine 

the reports of other submissions, I do 
have a copy of the report furnished to 
the winner, KAC. Among a long list 
of other impressive performances, 
the KAC SASS submission averaged 
0.65-inch minute of angle (MOA) ac
curacy. While the rifles submitted by 
other manufacturers may be billed 
by names containing the acronym 
"SASS," only the K.AC rifle was given 

Contacts: 
Grip Pod Systems, Inc. 
808-471-3144 
www.grippod.com 

(retail orders to:) 
U.S. Tactical Supply 
2786 Three Lakes Rd., Dept. 
SOF 
Albany, OR 97322 
541-928-8645 

Bardigg Industries 
147 N. Main St., Dept. SOF 
S. Deerfield, MA Ol373 
808-542-7344 
www.hardigg.com 

the US Military designation XMl 10. 
After first seeing the KAC XMllO 

at the 2006 SHOT Show, I got a closer 
look at it several months later dur
ing the National Defense Industries 
Association (NDIA) meeting in Albu
querque, New Mexico, where I also 
saw it fired by Colonel David Lutz, 
USMC (ret.). Soon after, I traveled to 
KAC's facility in Titusville, Florida, 
where the XMllO is produced, for an 
in-depth glimpse of why the rifle won 
the XMllO contract. 

Like the original Stoner-designed 
Armalite AR-10 rifle built by Armalite 
during the early 1950's and the AR-
15/Ml6, SR-25 and Mk 11 rifles that 
followed, the XMllO operates by di
rect gas instead of using a gas piston 
system. In all of these rifles and their 
many clones, high-pressure gas is di
rected from a port in the barrel back 
through a tube and into the rifle's bolt 
carrier, which in this case acts as the 
rifle's gas cylinder. As the hot gas ex
pands inside the carrier, it drives the 
carrier rearward against the back of 
the rifle's bolt, which here acts as the 
gas piston. As this occurs, equal gas 
pressure pushes forward against the 
bolt, thereby taking some of the rear
ward load away from this part and 
reducing the wear on its bolt lugs. 

Since both the bolt and carrier 
travel back and forth the full-length of 
the operation, using the late Colonel 
George Chinn's description of weap
on operating systems, the above rifles 
could be classed as long-stroke gas 
cylinder and piston via direct gas. 

Design, Materials and fxecution 
Based on Eugene Stoner's original 

Harris Engineering, Inc. 
999 Broadway, Dept. SOF 
Barlow, KY 42024 
270-334-3633 
www.harriseng.com 

Leupold 8 Stevens, Inc. 
14400 Northwest Greenbriar 
Pkwy., Dept SOF 
Beaverton, OR 97006 
503-646-9171 
www.leupold.com 

Otis Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 582, Dept. SOF 
Lyons Falls, NY 13368 
800-0TIS GUN 
www.otisgun.com 
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ONE STOP£ KNIF'E SHOP 
www.onestopknifeshop.com 

MAXPEDITION 
11""'11111• ... :JUMBO VERSIPACK 

ccw I BUG OUT 
SHOULDER BAG 

REG. PRICE: $)12;9!l 
ON SALE: $78.99 

UNIVERSAL HOLSTER: $9.99 
PART#: MAX-JUMBO 

CRKT ELISHEWITZ 
PHARAOH 

REG. PRICE:~ 
ON SALE: $65.99 
PART#: CR-1130 (PLAIN EDGE) 
CR-1131 (PART SERRATED) 

SUPER FAST 
EMERSON WAVE OPENING 
PART# SC-10PGYW 

REG. PRICE: ~ 
ON SALE: $59.99 

KERSHAW 

(PLAIN EDGE) 

KS..1725-ST (PART. S~ 

REG. PRICE: $~ 
ON SALE: $53.99 

COLONIAL KNIFE 
M724 PARATROOPER 

OFFICIAL ISSUE! 
ORANGE HANDLE 
PART#: CKC-M724-0R 

AUTOMATIC 

REG. PRICE: $)l9:9:![ 
ON SALE: $59.99 

BENCH MADE 

BLACK OR SILVER 
PLAIN EoGe OR PART SERR. 
PART#: BM-14700 

HK 14700 
AUTOMATIC 

REG. PRICE: $1~ 
ON SALE: $100.00 

ORDER ONUNE OR CAll TOll FREE: 
1.866.BUY.1 SKS 

ORDER Toll FREE (1 .866.289.1757) 
INFO LINE: 1.502.671.5510 

MONDAY - FRIDAY 10AM EST - GPM EST 
VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER - MONEY ORDER 

••••*NO PERSONAL CHECKS!***** 
SORRY, WE DON'T HAVE A PAPER CATALOG! 

ONESTOPKNIFESHOP.COM 

MAILING ADDRESS! 340 PRODUCTION COURT 
LOUISVILLE KY 40299 

(INCLUDE $10 FOR UPS GROUND SHIPPING) 
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

AR-10 design, the XMllO is the lat
est word in the SR-25 and Mk 11, , 
which evolved from that 60-year old 
design. However, the original well
proven design is only refined and is 
not really changed. 

The one change that could be 
called revolutionary is in the de
sign of the locking lugs of the bolt. 
Not being interchangeable with any 
other AR-10 descendant, this bolt is 
far stronger than the original. 

First appearing in KAC's SR-15 
and SR-16 rifles, these radiused 
locking lugs along with a balanced 
extractor and other features defined 
these 5.56mm rifles as arguably 
the finest AR-15 variants on the 
planet. While the selective-fire SR-
16 continues in production for the 
military, the semi-automatic SR-15 
was sadly discontinued in the wake 
of Nine-Eleven due to expanding 
military requirements . Hopefully, 
with KAC's giant new facility, SR-15 
production will resume. 

Other, less subtle changes in the 
XMllO include KAC's new URX 
(Upper Rail Extension) system, 
ambidextrous magazine release and 
a butt stock that is adjustable for 
length of pull. This stock also has a 
monopod for elevation. 

Now incorporated on all KAC 
Stoner-type rifles, the URX rail sys
tem locks rigidly onto the barrel by 
tightening a nut in a method very 
similar to securing the barrel of a 
Savage Model 110 rifle. However, 
the top rail of the URX is first per
fectly aligned with that of the upper 
receiver using a special fixture, and 
the front sight folds down into the 
URX rail to become part of it, when 
not in use. The result is a top rail as 
true as a monolithic system. 

Quite ingenious is KAC's new am
bidextrous magazine release. Effec
tive, but simple, the release button 
on the left side is similar to that on 
the right, but is slightly lower and 
pivots to cam the release. This new 
ambidextrous release system will be 
incorporated into all KAC rifles. 

Although it resembles a standard 
SR-25 fixed stock, the butt stock of 
the XMl 10 is adjustable for length 
of pull by turning a knurled wheel in 
the stock to extend or retract the butt 
plate. The vertical monopod raises 
and lowers the butt for elevation. 

Using the finest materials avail
able, more than thirty - 30 - of the 
most modern CNC machines pro
duce the components of the XMllO 

(top to bottom) The UXR rail system handguard has a 
top rail with a front sight that folds down out of sight. 
This feature will become standard on all URX systems. 

On the right side of the XM11 O's lower receiver is its 
nomenclature. Having been formally adopted, the rifle 
now carries the designation, M110. 

By loosening a hex-head machine screw in the butt 
stock, the butt can be extended to increase the length, 
as desired. 

and other rifles, as well as the KAC 
XMllO Sound Suppressor and other 
KAC products, such as the company's 
family of night-vision optics. All com
ponents are accordingly heat treated 
and finished in-house in order to 
maintain 100% quality control. The 
finish on the XMl 10 is the Army's 
new Flat Dark Earth (FDE) . 

KAC's Sound Suppressor 
A key component of the XMll O 

package is the quick-attachable Knight 
Armament suppressor designed for it. 
Locating on the flash hider, this sup
pressor extends back to the gas block 
where its yoke-like locking device is 
pressed down to secure the suppres
sor to the gas block. Once mounted, 
the suppressor is sealed and provides 
a sound reduction of 30 decibels . 

Optics, Bipod and Carrying Case 
Virtually the only items in the 

XMllO package not produced by 
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Base 
Bag 

Tough. 
Roomy. 

Lightweight. 
This bag 
delivens 
great 

weight 
to warmth 

ratio. 

Any climate. 
Anywhere. 

MOB 
(Modular Oller Bag] 

use it as: 
a) complete 
sleeping bag, 

or 
b). as-needed 

"sections" 
on the Base Bag. 

• ' blow-out snaps 
ensure hasty exit 



BUI.I .E't'PMOF 

Available at 
WWW.PAMPASPUBLISHING.COM 

lll>S))PAMPAS '1f/ PUBLISHING 

Peanut Honey 
Crunch 

By THOMAS GRAVES 

"This is NOT a book of'jiction'. I am a former spy, lived 
overseas for twenty years as the son of an oil engineer 
and executive, then another ten as a spy and Marine 
Corps infantry officer. This book is REAL. This book is 
so good that it should be required reading at the Foreign 
Service I nstitute where we train our diplomats, at the 
clandestine training facility for the CIA, and at universities. 
This book *is* the real world." -ROBERT D. STEELE 

Author of ON INTELLIGENCE: 
Spies And Sec1·ecy In A n Open World 

"The Best Tasting Har 
on the Market" 

KAC are the telescopic sight, bipod 
and carrying case. Stemming from an 
"if you can't beat' em, buy' em." phi
losophy, KAC furnishes each XMllO 
with a Leupold 3.5-10X30mm Sniper 
Scope, a Harris bipod and a Hardigg 
Storm Case. 

Leupold scopes are pretty much 
standard throughout the U.S. Military, 
as are Harris Bipods. The Leupold 
Sniper Scope is rugged and precise 
and the Harris Bipod is lightweight 
yet tough enough for the job, and it 
performs. I've always maintained 
that extra weight in a bi.pod is excess 
weight, and the Harris proves this. 

A relative newcomer to the tacti
cal scene, the Hardigg Storm Case 
was an easy sell, as Hardigg cases are 
heads above all others, and are avail
able for a variety of items in addition 
to the XMllO. They also come fitted 
for a number of firearms and their in
teriors can also be custom laser cut 
for anything that wi.ll fit in their wide 
range of sizes. If that's not enough, 
Hardigg Cases can be had in many 
colors. As are virtually all aspects 
of the XMllO package, the Hardigg 
Storm Case comes in FDE color, and 
it holds the rifle along with spare 
magazines, ammunition, KAC Sound 

THE Dl~IHINAI. 
"IVll~I~" 

IVIEAL AEPl.ACEMENT BAA 

Whether you are working in special ops or running the race of your life, the SOG SURVIVAL BAR 
will help you complete your mission or achieve your personal goals. It's the first and only com
plete high calorie bar loaded with vital minerals, vitamins and electrolytes. It is non-thirst provok
ing and packed with 36 grams of high qualit y protein. We also have added 190 mgs of energy 
blasting caffeine to push you ahead of the pack. 
The SOG SURVIVAL BAR was developed for the United States Military, professional athletes and 
"First Responders". After the SOG SURVIVAL BAR was introduced, it didn't take long for the 
extreme sports enthusiast to find out about it. 
The SOG SURVIVAL BAR is currently being used by Law Enforcement, marathon runners, cyclists, 
backpackers, mountain climbers, hunters and campers. It is the perfect " First Response" food 
item for disaster victims. 
When it comes to complete nutrition on the go, there is only one name to remember. SOG SUR
VIVAL BAR. 

\f\f\f\f\f\f. Sil II l\l lJTll ITI IJ l\I. 1: () IVI 
DHIJEHS 2H1-56H-56H5 

For "Special" 5.0.F. Prices go to our website and use code sofo7 
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Suppressor and an Otis U.S. Military 
.30 caliber cleaning kit that is also_ 
standard XMl 10 equipment. 

Trigger Time 
Speaking of triggers, did I forget 

to mention the KAC Match Trigger? 
Another standard on the XMllO, 
this two-stage trigger is precisely 
made and tuned at the factory to 
break crisply at about 3 pounds. This 
weight is ideal for both safety and ac
curacy and is the weight I prefer for 
all precision rifle shooting. 

At the KAC range the XMllO was 
fired with and without the sound 
suppressor, and with the suppres
sor mounted, ear protection was not 
mandatory. In fact, as far as I was 
concerned, ear protection wasn't nec
essary at all. Recoil was mild and the 
rifle did not malfunction in any way 
during an afternoon of shooting at 
various targets. 

The XMllO was fired prone from 
its Harris Bipod as well as a GPS Grip
Pod. Both worked well in supporting 
the rifle and the GripPod weighs but 
a fraction of the weight. 

While only informal shooting was 
done by a number of people with the 
sample rifle, I've been shooting SR-

25 rifles for years, and I can attest to 
their consistent sub-minute of angle 
(MOA) accuracy. 

As this is written, the KAC XMllO 
has dropped its experimental status 
and has been type classified as the 
MllO Sniper Rifle. As such it is slated 
to replace all 7.62mm NATO caliber 
sniper rifles in the system, both self
loading and bolt-action. Only time 
will tell, but KAC was in full produc
tion of the rifle when I was there. 

Will the MllO be available outside 
the U.S. Military? Yes, but only once 
military contracts are filled. You can 
buy one of the other SASS submission 
rifles, but not the MllO, at least not 
yet. Also, the commercial variant may 
not carry the exact MllO designation, 
as is often common with a commercial 
version of a current military weapon. 
Either way, it will be the real McCoy 
and 100% MilStd. 

In the meantime, the SR-25 and 
commercial versions of the Mk 11 
in both rifle and carbine configura
tions are available. For information 
on their entire line, contact Knight 
Armament Company, 701 Columbia 
Blvd., Dept. SOF, Titusville, Florida, 
32780; phone: 321-607-9900 (on the 
web at www.knightarmco.com). ~ 

INNER CITY DEFENSE PENCIL 

' PORTABLE, CONCEALABLE 

UNNOTICABLE BUT EFFECTIVE 

PROTECTION FOR M EN &WOMEN 

' CONTAINS SPRING ACTIVATED 

TEMPERED CARBON STEEL ROD 

GROUND LIKE SYRINGE NEEDLE 

' ONE HANDED OPERATION 

' MOVING PARTS SILVER SOLDERED 

' MADE FROM HIGH QUALITY 

STEEL DRAFTI NG TOOL. USED 

BY MANY USA AGENCIES 

WITH MANY SENT 

TO OUR COMBAT 

TROOPS ABROAD 

' W ILL SHIP TO 

MILITARY POST 

OFFICE {APO-FPO) 

FOR SAME DAY SHIPPING, 

ORDER TOLL FREE 24 17 

BY PHONE: 1 (866) 780-0430 

EMAIL FOR MORE INFO TO: 

i nfo@i nnercityandtravelsurvival .com 

V ISA, M C, AMEX, DISCOVER, OR CASH, 

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

INN ER CITY AND TRAVEL SURVIVAL Co . 

P.O. Box 101 55, BAINBRIDGE Is, WA 9 8 11 0 

O NE PENCIL $ 34-95 + $4-95 S&H 

3 PENCILS $ 104 .85 POST PAID 

6 PENCILS $ 1 7 5 .00 POST PAID 

1 2 PENCILS $300.0 0 POST PAID 
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US Tactical Supply Inc., Dept SOF 

M249 SAW GRIP POD 
An instantly stable platform, providing fast and accurate fire from the M249 SAW, with 

no more heavy, slow steel bipod legs! The Morphed Grip Pod for the M249 SAW has the 
same design as the original Grip Pod and it incorporates the same heavy-duty polymer body. 
However, the bipod legs and encapsulation ring are mode of solid, high-grade aluminum. The 
Morphed Grip Pod is ready for any M249 SAW with a rail system. It provides a secure grip for 
fire control and an instantly deployable bipod. 

The M249 SAWS Grip Pod is also compatible with the new Light Rail Module, allowing you 
to combine it with any rail-mounted light or laser. Available on GSA Contract GS-07F-0259N 

View the Grip Pods, Tactical Tailor gear and their Modular Sniper Data Book System at 
www.ustacticalsupply.com. 

939 Pacific Blvd. /Albany, OR 97321 / 541-928-8645 / www.ustacticalsupply.com 

TRIJICON REDDOJTM SIGHT 
Backed with the industry's first lifetime warranty on a reflex-style red-dot sight, the Trijicon RedDot™ is a 

reflex-style red dot that is perfect for handguns, carbines, rifles and shotguns. It can also be teamed with 
the famous Trijicon ACOG® for the ultimate in fast target acquisition or precision aiming at extended 
distances. This innovative sight enhances a shooter's capabilities, regardless of style or caliber of 
weapon, with its natural "point and shoot" characteristics for fast target acquisition. 

Fully adjustable for windage and elevation, the 8 MOA red dot is powered by a lithium CR 2032 
battery -with a dark storage battery life of approximately 35,000 hours. It's lightweight (.5 oz.) and 
compact (l" wide x 1.7" long x .9" high) and all accessories are provided- snap-on cover (which prolongs battery 
life), mini-dial and Allen wrench. The sight uses a hardened polymer, which is far more durable than other red-dot sights. 

Trijicon, Inc., Dept. SOF 
49385 Shafer Ave. / P.O. Box 930059 / W ixom, Ml 48393-0059 
248-960-7700 I www.trijicon.com 

SPECTER MODULAR MAG POUCHES 
Operators turn to modular load-bearing equipment for customized load-outs. Number 

one on anybody's list is a versatile mag pouch. Specter has released two MOLLE/PALS 
compatible pouches that answer this call. 

Dual Retention Magazine Pouches hold two 30-round carbine mags with hook-and
loop as well as side-release closures. A silencer pad provides quiet buckle operation when 
avoiding detection. Once the heat is on, the adjustable flap holds the remaining magazine 
absolutely secure. 

Universal Pistol Magazine Pouches are versatile pouches that carry just about any 
combat pistol magazine. Durable elastic straps surround the pouch to guarantee a secure 
fit. UPMs are available as singles, doubles and triples. 

Available in ACU universal camouflage, coyote, OD and black at many military ex-
changes and www.SpecterGear.com. 
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Specter, Dept SOF 
11 07East Douglas Avenue 
Vi sa lia, CA 93292 
559-635-1 172 
www.SpecterGear.com 
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30 Round 
Steel AK Mags 
7.62x39mm . . . $14.95 
Five or more .... .. each $12.95 
Ten or more . .. each $11.95 

Steel 75 Round AK Drum 
7.62x39mm ...... .. ..... 4-304 $99.95 

Black matte finish, takes Weaver rings. 

1-l'~._ J&G Price .. 6-352 $29.95 
AK Top Mount and Rings ... 6-166 $19.95 
4x30 Scope, Mount & Rings .. 6-241 $29.95 

Romanian AK Bayonet ~g1J==::l~ 
With scabbard and frog. 
J&G Price .. ........ 7-1616 $19.95 $14 95 
Two or more . ....... ........ each 1 

.... 
Advanced Tech 
Mosin Nagant Monte Carlo Stock 
Mossy Oak Break-up Camo, fits Rifle or Carb 7-1753 $89.95 
Black, fits Rifle or Carbine .............. .. . 7-742 $49.95 

Mosin·Nagant Scope Mount 
With l" rings, Bent Bolt Conversion Kit, 
drill bits and taps. Requires drilling and 
tapping.. . ... 6-682 $44.95 

11 o Grain FMJ • Brass Case 
Non-Corrosive • Boxer Primed 
SO rounds .................. 5-1345 $13.95 
SOD rounds... . .. . ...... .. $129.50 

.lo Carbine Russian Wolf 11 o Grain FMJ 
Non-Corrosive • Boxer Primed 
Copper Jacketed • Steel Case 

Box of SO rounds ...... 5-1226 $10.95 
1,000 rounds ... per box of so $9.99 

7.82x39mm Semi·Auto 

omanianAK 7 
Walther Style 9x 18 caliber semi-auto 
with lightweight alloy frame, two tone 
finish, and hammer drop safety. 
Approved for Colifomia sales. 

~s~:~o~!~-~~ch $119.95 
With bayonet, bayonet lug, slant cut muzzle 
brake, high capacity magazine, and accessories ' Extra 7 Round Mags 

$329 95 9xl 8 caliber ............ . ....... 4-222 $14.95 
J&G Price . . . . . l s- 11 26 • 

~~~~:;;-i Romanian 
I AK-47 Parts Kit 
~~~~~~~I Less receiver and magazine. 

Includes barrel, wood hand
guards, fixed stock, trunion, 
trigger, bolt, bolt carrier and 
most small internals. All NFA 

i.....:;'-'-------- rules apply. No FFL required. 

J&G Price .. . ..... . 7-1634 $99.95 
Windage & Elevation Sight Adjustment Tool 
Fits AK and SKS . 7 293 $9 95 $1 95 
Three or more . . : . ~ ...... ~ach 1 

Arsenal Refinished 7.82xS4R 

Russi Masi 191/30 
Very good to excellent, with bayonet and accessories. 
Choice of arsenal/year available, call for price. $74 95 
Add $10.00 for Hand Select ........ 15-86 1 

Russian Mosin M91/30 7.62x54R 
With Hex Receiver! C&R Eligible, arsenal refinished, very 
good to excellent condition, with bayonet and accessories. 
Choice of arsenal/year available, call for price. $89 95 
Add $10.00 for Hand Select ....... 15-1492 1 

New 4x30 Rubber Ar ored 
Illuminated Reticle! 

Compact 4x30 scope, with selectable illuminated red or green 
mil-dot reticle, rubber armored, Weaver style scope rings, matte 
black finish. Perfect for SKS, AK and 22's, even high powers. 

J&G Price .. . ... 6-434 $59.95 

New Production from Romania .tf"-oljli>"'~ 
123 Grain FMJ 
Non-Corrosive 

700 round Sealed Tin 
5-1389 $147.98 

7.82x39mm Russian Wolf 
FMJ or Hollow Point 
New Production • Non-Corrosive 

SOD rounds ........ $92.95 
1,000 rounds . ... $176.90 

~~~~!~ch!~m~~! 0:!a~~~~2~~~~~~ .49 ACP Aguila 
f~~ ~~~:~t-ion'_A~d _s_10_ror .Hand sei_e~~-5 1 $ll9.95 230 Grain FMJ •Brass Case 

.]0] British FMJ Brass case, 32 rounds .. 5-1119 $9.92 
320 rounds ... $79.68 - 768 rounds ... $172.80 

150 Grain FMJ M2 Ball • Brass Case 
Non-Corrosive • Boxer Primed 

' .. ..... ..... 5-1367 $149.90 
... ' ... ... '. ' ......... $279.94 

.30-06 Caliber Greek Ml Ball 
In 20 Round Boxes • 150 Grain FMJ 

Non-Corrosive • Boxer Primed • Brass Case 
SOD rounds .................. 5-780 $139.95 
1,000 rounds ..................... $249.90 

Brass Case 
Non-Corrosive 
Boxer Primed 

2SO rounds...... .. .... . 5-35 $44.75 
SOD rounds ........ ........... . ... $84.95 
1,000 rounds ......... ........... $165.00 
Steel Case • Non-Corrosive • Boxer Primed 

.. 5-1364 $69.50 
.... $129.80 



TACTICAL TAILOR'S NEW HARD CASES 
Tactical Tailor is introducing a new line of injection-molded hard cases to compliment its extensive 

line of sewn nylon products. The cases are designed to give the operator the ability to protect fragile 
equipment when ii is not being utilized. 

The first to be introduced was called the Universal Hard Case. It was primarily designed to hold 
the PVS-1 4 Night Vision Device. Troops in the field had commented that the other 
cases on the market needed lo hold more than just the electronics. They heard 
their call and designed this case to hold the device, the swing arm assembly, the 
"Rhino" mount, and spare batteries, all in a padded and weather-resistant pack
age. Attached to the case are Tactical Tailor's Malice clips to mount on any 
MOLLE/PALS system. 

The universal Hard Case is available in foliage green and black. The 
cost is $35 and ii is available for immediate delivery. 

Tactical Tailor, Dept SOF 
2916 l071h St. South / Lakewood,WA 98499 
253-984-7854 I www.tacticaltailor.com 

MY MEN ARE MY HEROES: THE BRAD KASAL STORY, BY BRAD KASAL 
Follow legendary First Sergeant Brad Kasal on a courageous mission to rescue fallen comrades under intense 

enemy fire in the notorious Battle for Fallujah. 

In a riveting first-hand account, Kasal takes readers into the deadly din of war. This is warfare described by men 
who have known its pain before but who step forward to face it again. In face-to-face fighting, Kasal is shot seven 
times and uses his own body to shield a fellow marine from the blast of an enemy grenade, earning him a nomination 
for the Medal of Honor, American's highest military award. 

In addition lo tales of battlefield valor, this inspiring book includes details of Kasai's equally amazing fight lo 
rebuild his broken body and recover his strength lo resume his career in the United States Marine Corps. It is a book 
that is hard to put down and a story that's impossible lo forget. Hardcover with Oust Jacket, 288 pages; EAN/ISBN-13 
978-0-696-23236, ISBN-10 0-696-23236-7 
Meredith Publishing, Dept SOF 
1716 Locust St. 
Des Moines, IA 50309 
515-284-2126 
www.meredith.com 

KIFARU REGULATOR SLEEPING BAG SYSTEM™ 
The patent-pending Kifaru Regulator Sleeping Bay System™: Any climate, anywhere. Pack only 

what you need to "regulate" your system for any environment. 

Breakthrough materials deliver a sturdy, lightweight bag with great warmth-to-weight ratio, 
without sacrificing room. It's roomy enough, in fact, lo sleep fully clothed (including boots), and 
blow-out style zippers ensure a hasty exit. 

The system consists of two bags: A Base Bag for everyday needs, and a three-part Modular Over 
Bag™ (MOB) that functions as a stand-alone bag or as an over bag. User can zip sections right onto 
the Base for incremental warmth, and you carry only the "part" needed. Feet prone lo cold? Just 
pack along the Foot module. 

The sections also double as a parka, with easy access to your second-line gear -- great for OPs 
or camp. 

72 

Regulator Sleeping Bag System™ -- a new departure in sleeping bag technology. 

Kifaru, Int., Dept. SOF 
4894 Van Gordon Street #300 /Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 
800-222-6139 I www.kifaru.net ~ 
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see up to 1 miles awav 
with secret spv scope! 
See what's happening far away-without being seen! 
Super Power Optical Lenses pull in distant people, 

houses, wild animals and natural wonders. 

PULL IN NATURE'S WONOERS ... mountains, valleys, hamlets 
with this handy, but very powerful optical wonder! 

PEOPLE WATCHING .. . our favorite pastime whether on OBSERVE WILDLIFE .... at such distances that animals or birds 
vacation, in the street, at the beach, in fact, wherever you are! can't see you or even catch your scent. Great for birdwatchers! 

Now available to the general public. This amazing miniaturized SPY 
SCOPE is less than 6 inches long. Precision made from a hard wearing, durable alloy, SPY SCOPE fits 
in your pocket like a pen and weighs less than one ounce. Yet, deep inside this miniaturized marvel, are 
hidden a series of genuine, precision-engineering optical lenses. SPY SCOPE is so powerful, it pulls in far 
away people ... houses ... sports ... mountains .. . lakes ... even the moon! SPY SCOPE'S performance is 
due to its SUPER POWER and LONG RANGE-equal to heavy binoculars weighing 16 times more-and 
costing $50 or more! Now anyone can enjoy this amazing optical instrument at this amazing low cost! 

EniOV thrills galore at SPOrting events. Carry SPY SCOPE in your pocket-always NOT A TOY! But a precision made instrument! 
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SOUTH AFRICA • Continued from page 35 

AKs, PKMs, Russian light machine 
guns, RPGs, 60 mm mortars, 9 mm 
pistols, hand grenades and obviously, 
a·lot of ammunition. 

"We had communications with us 
and the guys on the Malabo Island. 
We were to land at the airport that 
would have been secured by the first 
group by the time we arrived. 

"I was a team leader, I had a team 
of about 15 guys. Our mission was to 
secure the palace. We were told the 
opposition would not be that fierce. 
Intelligence reports revealed that the 
security apparatus on Malabo was not 
in an operational state. The military 
police were very run down and had 
low morale. We were told not to ex
pect a lot of resistance except from 
the palace because Obiang had about 
100 Moroccans providing security. 

"Nick du Toit provided intelligence 
as he flew in and out of Equatorial 
Guinea and had a good idea what was 
going on. 

"Du Toit would have stayed at the 
air port and been in charge of the tac
tical operations center for the whole 
operation." 

"Did you envision any foreign gov
ernment becoming involved?" RKB 
asked. 

"We were told Nigerians would 
help, and that the Spanish govern
ment would have ships off the coast 
in support of us. 

Bok, du Toit and Rey never made it 
to Equatorial Guinea. 

"Rey, Simon Mann, and I were in
specting the weapons after we landed 
in Zimbabwe. The weapons we asked 
for were not there. We were ready to 
abort the mission. 

"The Zimbabwe officials busted us 
and took us to different facilities to 
interrogate us. 

U.S. Navy Seals On Call 
"State witness Ivan Pienaar told 

the court in the trial in South Africa 
in February this year that U.S. Navy 
Seals were also on standby. We were 
under the impression that the U.S., 
British, and Spanish governments 
approved the coup," Bok recounted 
highlights of the South African trial. 

"Where did info come from that 
Spanish ships would be on station?" 
RKB asked? 

"From Mann. These were people 
we had worked for in the past. We 
believed him. I would work with him 
again tomorrow. " 

Mann, who obviously believed the 
South African Government, got in 
worse trouble than the meres did. He 
still sits in a Zimbabwe prison, wait
ing to be released in May, 2007. 

"The Zimbabwe government wants 
to extradite Simon Mann to Equato
rial Guinea," Bok said with concern 
for his collaborator. 

"Don't know what the British gov
ernment is going to do. Maybe they 
can stop it. 

"A week after we were captured 
in Zimbabwe, a South African lawyer 
tried to get us extradited to South Af
rica. Mbeke himself said he did not 
want us back in South Africa. 

"Although we had not commit
ted any crime in Zimbabwe, no one 
wanted to touch us. It was a lengthy 
process and it cost a lot of money to 
get out of Zimbabwe. 

"Bribes had to be paid to get out. I 
was in prison with Rey for six months, 
and the others were in for 14 months 
for violation of immigration and avia
tion. But they had never even left the 
aircraft. They were in transit. There 
were no grounds to keep us there for 
that long. It was a political thing," 
Bok said in frustration. 

"Were you tortured"? RKB asked. 
"We were tortured and interrogat

ed as they thought we were there to 
overthrow Mugabe. 

"We were beaten, our clothes were 
taken away. We were naked most of 
the time. The other guys were taken 
to Chikurubi prison. I went about a 
week later. They gave us no food that 
week. All I got was a cup of water a 
day. 

"Did they break any bones?" RKB 
asked. 

"They would beat you with a stick 
as you sat down on the ground naked, 
but no broken bones," Bok told it like 
it was . 

Media Frenzy Allows a Narrow Escape 
"There was a trial that took place 

while we were in prison in Zimbabwe. 
Rey and I were set free because they 
could find no crime. We had Equato
rial Guinea visas; we never bought the 
weapons ourselves- Mann did that. 
The process took a full six months .. 

"As soon as they released us , they 
thought they had made a mistake and 
tried to re-arrest us. We went charg
ing down to the aircraft. But the pilot 
waited for us and we got aboard. He 
took off 10 or 15 minutes after sched
uled flight time. I don't know why he 
waited. 
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"If they had second thoughts, why 
did they not stop you?" RKB asked. 

"There were TV cameras at the 
airport, and if it weren't for that they 
would have stopped us," Bok said. 

Freed From Zimbabwe to 
Face Time in South Africa 

"When we returned to South Af
rica, we faced different charges. They 
accused us of violating the Foreign 
Military Assistance Act, which makes 
rendering military assistance or logis
tics training outside of South Africa 
a crime. 

"The Scorpions got a hold of us. 
They told us we could plead guilty 
and plea-bargain, pay a fine and ac
cept a suspended sentence. 

The alternative was grim. 
"If we pled not guilty, we would be 

arrested and put in prison in South 
Africa. Our lawyer applied for bail. It 
would cost us another million Rand 
($150,000) to fight this case because 
it would be a high court case, not a 
magistrate court case. 

"We were forced under political 
pressure to plead guilty. We had no 
witnesses to back us up. 

"The South Africa government 
was not happy that we were out. 

They probably thought we would be 
extradited to Equatorial Guinea. We 
were looking at up to 15 years so we 
decided to plea-bargain. 

"Part of the plea bargain was that 
we had to testify against the group. 

"'How can we testify against the 
group' we said. 'The only thing we 
can say is the truth. We are not going 
to lie in court'. 

"'.Just do a plea bargain, when it 
comes to court, we'll sort this out,"' 
the Scorpions told us. 

"We went to court for sentencing 
after the plea bargain. We got sus
pended sentences of 5 years and a 75, 
000 ($10,000) Rand fine. 

Mere Brotherhood - We Are 
Not Knuckle Draggers 

"Equatorial Guinea has Nick du 
Toit and the Portuguese black guys," 
Bok is concerned about his colleagues 
in the morbid prison. "They let a few 
guys go. We asked for South Africa 
government to put pressure on Equa
torial Guinea to release those guys. 
They could have been executed. 

"The South Africa government 
double-crossed us and we wanted 
them to put pressure against Equato
rial Guinea government to let those 
guys out. 

"Nigel Morgan, intelligence whore 
who pretended to be Mann's friend , 
briefed the South African government 
on every move we made," Rey said 
with repulsion. "It is unclear whether 
he is with MI6. 

"He was a personal friend to 
Mann. Morgan was the link between 
the coup group and the South Africa 
government. They knew exactly what 
was going on. If they had wanted to 
stop it, they would have stopped it. 
They should not have let it go for
ward. They should have pulled us in 
and told us it is illegal. 

"We would have stopped it imme
diately. They think we are problem 
makers all over the world. This is not 
the fact. We would never have done 
this operation if South Africa did not 
O.K. it. We are not knuckle draggers 
like some people called us. 

"We are professional soldiers and 
we are not stupid. 

A South Afrikaner Judge 
Cuts Through The Bull 

"The South Afrikaner judge who 
heard the case said the South African 
government could have stopped the 
coup. 

Continued on page 78 
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"Rey was called as state witness. 
The judge asked Rey, 'Why did you 

plead guilty?' 
"Rey told them, 'we had no choice. 

They threatened us to be locked up in 
prison. We didn't have the money to 
fight the government'. 

"The judge couldn't believe that 
South Africa could actually treat their 
citizens that way." 

Unfortunate Soldiers of Fortune 
"The other guys in Zimbabwe got 

in worse trouble because the Scorpi
ons changed leadership and the new 
chief wanted prison sentences. That 
is why the court case started in Feb
ruary. 

"I think the whole operation was 
betrayed by the South African gov
ernment. Nigel Morgan sold us out, 
but so did the South African govern
ment. 

"The Scorpions arrested Mark 
Thatcher. He paid a big fine." 

"Thatcher violated the foreign mil
itary assistance act because he was in 
South Africa. If he had stayed in the 
U.K., the South Africa government 
would not have been able to lay their 
hands on him. 
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"He saw South Africa as an oppor
tunity to make money in oil. 

sort of grits. We were fed three times 
a day each time a little bit of grits 
with cabbage. "The one German was part of an 

aircrew of another aircraft. He was 
the guy who died. " Mere on Hold 

We asked him if the German had 
been tortured to death. 

"Could you have pulled it off if 
they had not told the Zimbabwe gov
ernment?" RKB asked. "What did 
Equatorial Guinea know? 

"We believe that he was tortured 
to death. Some of our guys died in 
Zimbabwe because of poor diet and 
malaria. There was no medical assis
tance. If you got malaria, you had to 
get well by yourself, and because of 
bad diet, the chances of survival were 
slim. 

"I still believe we would have been 
able to pull the job off, but South Af
rica tipped Equatorial Guinea off. 

Regarding his future plans, he said, 
'Tm going to start a normal life with 
my wife," Bok said. 

"We were fed boiled cabbage and a His wife is an American trooper he 
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place but unfortunately they did not 
let us help. 

We asked him if he was afraid of 
going back to South Africa. 

"Yes and no. They obviously tried 
to make life difficult for us , guys with 
our background, but I have done 
nothing wrong. My family is there. I 
won't give up on South Africa now," 
he said. 

"Is there any possibility you will 
be extradited to Equatorial Guinea?" 

"No. The court set everyone free 
last month. This whole chapter is ba
sically over. 

His thoughts were on his friends . 
"Pray that the SA government will 

now, after everything that came to 
light, get Nick Du Toit and the rest 
out of EG, as it's their responsibility. 

Elements of author's squad deploy a home grown .50 cal. sniper rifle with Leupold scope mounted. 
Photo: Author's files. 

"We are not criminals, we oper
ated under a false impression by the 
SA government that the operation 
was cleared at the highest levels. The 
U.S. state department was criticized 
for hiring us to work in Iraq. We have 
always worked for legitimate govern
ments, and we thought that this op
eration was nothing less." ~ 

met in Iraq. "We know that Obiang killed his 
own uncle to take the presidency. 
When you see all the Equatorial Guin
ea reports, its bad. I think Equatorial 
Guinea would have been a different 

"I will start doing contracts again," 
he said. 

What message do you want us to 
give to the world? 

Dr: Martin Brass is an international 
lawyer and longtime SOF contributor: 
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BULLETIN BOARD • Continued from page 10 

tive Hungary after the tanks rolled 
into Budapest in 1956. "I know what 
it means to have your dreams of free
dom crushed by a totalitarian govern
ment," said Szabo. 

"We all need to support the NRA 
and the work they are doing for all of 
us. We are facing a lot of challenges as 
we go into 2008," said Szabo. 

Co-founder Thanos Polyzos and the 
Para management team will continue 
to produce the innovative pistols that 
Ted Szabo created, as well as his new 
designs that are in development. 

Code: 07SOF07 

~ Twenty C-17 Globemaster Ifs of the 437th and 315th Airlift Wings take part 
in the largest formation exercise from a single base, while demonstrating stra
tegic airlift capabilities while operating off the coast of Charleston, SC. Photo: 

.. - -

MSGT Andy Dunaway, USAF 

The SOE Papers 
SOF's 30-year 

collection of papers, 
documents and pho
tos needs a home 
- a proper reposi
tory/archive where 
this collection can 
be preserved for 
historical or aca
demic study. 

Anyone representing such a facil
ity, or with information or suggestions 
regarding such an appropriate reposi
tory, is encouraged to call: 303-44 3-
0300, FAX 303-444-5617, or email 
editorsof@aol.com. 

SOE seeks El Salvador Veterans 
SOF is seeking contact with, or news 

about, the following Special Forces vet
erans who served in El Salvador: Mike 
Kim, Tony Paniagua. Anyone with in
formation or a point of contact please 
call: 303-44 3-0300, FAX 303-444-5617, 
or email editorsof@aol.com. 

To order TAPCO Stock System Products, a 
FREE TAPCO Catalog or for more information call 

800-554-1445 or visitwww.TAPCO.com. 
Fax 800-226-1662 

LEU Executive Director 
Runs tor Sherm 

Long time SOF'ers will be inter
ested to learn that Jim Fotis, head of 
LEAA, is running for sheriff of Prince 
William County, VA. Check out his 
website fotisforsheriff.com. 

court Rules: 
sue The scoundrels 

A U.S. Court has cleared the way 
for 30 American families - and thou
sands of others - to sue the Arab Bank 
for knowingly transferring Saudi 
funds to the families of Palestinian 
suicide bombers, according to a report 
by CNSNews.com Jerusalem Bureau 
Chief Julie Stahl. The lawsuit claims 
that the Arab Bank aided terrorism by 
administering an "insurance plan" of 
the Saudi Committee in Support of the 
Intifada, which paid thousands of dol
lars to the families of suicide bombers 
working for Hamas, Islamic Jihad and 
Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades. ~ 

TAPCO Stock System p roducts are available at the following dealers near you. 

BROWN ELLS 
lllttt1U, IU'1,LllllS1'trl_,,• 
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~ ~ ...... 11~81~ Oliver North is host of "War Stories" on the Fox News Channel. The opinions expressed 
below are his own and do not represent the views of Fox News and/or Soldier Of Fortune. 

by Lt. Col. Oliver North, USMC [Ret.) 

Rotad Kill 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - On March 

27 the solons of the U.S. Senate voted 
to assure defeat in Iraq by setting a 
"date certain" -- one year from now -
for the withdrawal of U.S. forces. As the 
50-48 vote was being tallied, 15 British 
sailors and Royal Marines were being 
held hostage somewhere in Iran. While 
the barons of bombast were rushing to 
the microphones to crow about repu
diating this president's failed strategy, 
U.S. aircraft from two carrier battle 
groups were screaming into the air over 
the Persian Gulf. And in a little-noticed 
footnote that same afternoon, the news
wires from Baghdad reported that "a 
U.S. soldier and a civilian contractor 
had been killed inside the 'Green Zone' 
in Baghdad." 

In keeping with tradition, the Ameri
can soldier's next of kin will be notified 
by his service, his body will be escorted 
home on an "Angel Flight" and at his 
funeral, a military honor guard will 
solemnly present his family with a care
fully folded American flag and a Purple 
Heart Medal on which the profile of 
George Washington appears . The U.S. 
civilian contractor, killed by the same 
"indirect fire" as the U.S. soldier, will be 
accorded none of these courtesies. She 
is simply a statistic: the 16lst American 
civilian contractor killed in Iraq since 
2003. When I called a friend in Iraq to 
ask about the circumstances, I was told, 
"Who cares about the civilian? We're 
just road kill. " 

The disparity in how these two Amer
ican casualties are treated in death may 
be stark -- but it's nothing new. Civilian 
contractors have served beside -- and 
been treated differently than -- the U.S. 
military since the American Revolution. 
From 1775 when he arrived in Boston 
to assume command of the Continental 
Army, Washington depended on civil
ian contractors to provide food, weap
ons, ammunition, transport, armories, 
engineering, construction, clothing 
and medical assistance for his troops. 
Though many of these civilians shared 
the same hardships and privations as 
the troops they supported, they were 
more often criticized than honored by 
our government. 

Modern warfare has made civilian 
contractors even more essential to our 
military -- and placed them at higher 

risk. Three weeks after Pearl Harbor, 
nearly 100 American civilian construc
tion contractors were killed and wound
ed standing shoulder-to-shoulder with 
U.S. Marines and sailors defending 
Wake Island. When the tiny garrison 
was overwhelmed on Dec. 23, 1941, 
more than 1,000 contractors became 
prisoners of the Rising Sun and scores 
were subsequently worked to death and 
massacred by their captors. None of 
those who died received so much as a 
Purple Heart. 

By the time I arrived in Vietnam in 
1968, tens of thousands of American 
civilians were backing our efforts on 
the battlefield. My tiny platoon outpost 
overlooking Khe Sanh had a half-dozen 
American civilians manning sophisti
cated communications and detection 
equipment. At Con Thien, our infantry 
battalion was supported by U.S. civilian 
"tech reps" who maintained and oper
ated fire control radars, ran generators 
and repaired everything from sensors to 
heavy equipment. One of the most fa
mous photographs of the Vietnam War's 
ignominious end was an American civil
ian contractor's UH-1 "Huey" helicopter 
evacuating desperate Vietnamese refu
gees from the top of 22 Gia Long Street, 
a half mile from the U.S. Embassy. 

Today's globe-spanning war on ter
ror - and a much smaller U.S. military 
to fight it - place even greater burdens 
on civilian contractors. In Afghanistan, 
Iraq and Kuwait, more than 350 U.S. 
companies and nearly 100,000 Ameri
can civilians are directly engaged in 
supporting U.S. and coalition efforts. 
In Iraq, civilian contractors man and 
protect more than 900 convoys a month 
delivering food, water, clothing, fuel, 
weapons, ammunition and equipment 
to the new Iraqi police and army. Nearly 
all major maintenance is performed by 
civilian contractors, including that for 
U.S. forces. 

On each of my eight trips to Iraq re
porting on U.S. combat units for FOX 
News, I have eaten food prepared by 
these civilian contractors, bathed in 
and drank the water they supplied, 
ridden in vehicles they had armored 
and communicated with equipment 
they had installed. In northern Iraq, I 
documented American contractors de
stroying millions of tons of Saddam's 

ordnance so that it wouldn't fall into 
the wrong hands. In Fallujah I saw the 
bridge where the mutilated bodies of 
four civilian contractors were hung by 
Al Qaeda in March 2004. And on every 
trip I've seen well-armed civilians from 
private security companies - called 
PSCs - protecting diplomats, sensitive 
installations, oil pipelines, news bu
reaus, Iraqi government officials and 
even senior U.S. military officers. 

Though Gen. David Petraeus testified 
at his confirmation hearing on Jan. 23 
that he was "secured by contract securi
ty in my last tour there," and described 
the PSCs as essential to his strategy for 
victory, he appears to have changed his 
mind. Last week the Maliki government 
issued regulations - enforced by the 
U.S. military -- stripping weapons from 
all civilian contractors unless they have 
a new permit issued by the Ministry of 
the Interior (MOI). The Catch-22 in all 
of this is that the MOI has yet to issue 
any new permits. 

Lawrence T. Peter, director of the 
Private Security Association of Iraq, 
says that the new regulation "disarms 
virtually all PSC personnel not working 
directly for the U.S. government and 
prevents any coalition civilian traveling 
through Baghdad from legally carrying 
a weapon." He added, "we now have 
American troops disarming American 
civilians. It just got a whole lot more 
dangerous to be a reporter, a reconstruc
tion worker or a coalition diplomat in 
Iraq. The terrorists must love this." 

Road kill, anyone? °9( 

Oliver North is the host of "War Sto
ries" on the FOX News Channel. To find 
out more about Oliver North, and read 
features by other Creators Syndicate 
writers and cartoonists, visit the Creators 
Syndicate Web page at www.creators. 
com. 

Copyright 2007 Creators Syndicate, Inc. 
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Para's Carry Safe TM Pistols 
When you have had to work 
late and you walk to your 
car, you do not want 
to fear what may be 
hiding in the dark 
shadows. When you 
are home alone, you 
want to feel secure 
behind locked doors 
and not worry even 
if it takes longer to get 
help from a 911 call. 

In the end, you are the only 
one responsible for your 
personal safety. 

You may be one of 500,000 or more citizens that 
have taken an NRA Personal Protection class. You 
may have taken a concealed carry class and been 
issued a permit to legally carry a handgun. If you 
are one of those people, we make pistols for you. 

Only Para Carry Safe pistols have the light double-action 
or LDA trigger system. The patented trigger system allows 

Para WA Carry: 
Available in 9mm, 

.45 ACPand 
.45 GAP. 

you to safely carry one of our LDA pistols concealed with the hammer down. When the 
thumb safety is on, the trigger is disengaged. 

Yet, if the need should arise, in one swift motion you can push off the thumb safety and with a 
light, smooth press of the trigger fire the pistol. The remarkable LDA trigger system has won four 
"Gunny" awards from the readers of Guns & Ammo magazine. The trigger 's smooth, natural 
stroke makes you the best marksman you can be. 

Traditional double-action triggers are heavy, and jerking on them to make the handgun fire pulls 
your shot off target. Our LDA trigger system has a light, natural stroke so when you press 
it, the pistol stays on target so you can hit the bulls-eye. 

We sincerely hope that you never have to use one of our Carry Safe pistols for any other purpose 
that shooting at targets ... but if you do, we make you the best when it counts. · 

Visit your Para dealer today and try the sweet, smooth trigger on a Para LDA Carry. 

For a Product Catalog, Send $2 to: 
Para USA, Inc., Dept. 88 

1919 N.E. 45th Street 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308 

Call (416) 297-7855 

www.para-Ida.com/ safe 
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